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ABSTRACT
Boundary Value Problems In 
Rectilinearly Anistropic Thermoelastic Solids
Gilbert Kerr 
Old Dominion University, 1993 
Director: John Tweed
The boundary value problems which are considered are the type that arise due 
to the presence of a Griffith crack (or cracks) in an anisotropic thermoelastic 
solid. The thermoelastic field, in such materials, when the infinitesimal theory 
is employed, is governed by a set of elliptic partial differential equations. The 
general solution of these equations is expressed in terms of arbitrary analytic 
functions whose real parts, in turn, are expressed in terms of Fourier type inte­
grals or Fourier series. Integral transform techniques are then used to determine 
the stress intensity factors (and other pertinent information) for various crack 
geometries. In certain cases the possibility of partial contact, of the crack faces, 
is also investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The subject m atter of this dissertation was motivated by the fact that the ma­
jority of the thermoelastic studies that have been conducted over the past thirty 
years have been devoted to isotropic materials. In recent years, however, the 
option’s of the structural engineer have grown, resulting in a substantial increase 
in the use of anisotropic materials. As a  consequence, a need for corresponding 
thermoelastic studies, involving anisotropic materials, has emerged.
An anisotropic solid is one in which the elastic and thermal properties vary, 
in different directions. Perhaps the most familiar anisotropic material is wood; 
it is well known that the elastic modulus of wood in tension parallel to the 
grain is considerably greater than the corresponding modulus in tension per­
pendicular to the grain and, in addition, that it’s elastic constants depend on
1
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the direction in relation to the wood fibres. Other anisotropic materials include 
fibre-reinforced composites and certain metals, such as zinc, aluminium and 
300-series stainless steel. To facilitate the ensuing, theoretical, discussion it is 
assumed that these materials may be considered to be homogeneous, anisotropic, 
thermoelastic solids [1],[2].
The main purpose of this dissertation is to determine the stress fields that are 
generated within these solids when either (or both) of the following situations 
arise.
1. The temperature field within the solid is non-uniform
2. Prescribed tractions are applied to the boundary surfaces of the solid
In particular, attention will be focused upon solids which are flawed by the 
presence of various line crack configurations. The typical line crack in a solid 
which extends infinitely in the x3-direction will be denoted, in an appropriately 
orientated rectangular co-ordinate system (x i ,x2,xs), by
a < Xi < b : x 2 = 0 : — oo < x3 < oo
Cracks of this type are also referred to as ribbon cracks, by some authors. In 
all of the problems considered it is assumed, initially, th a t the crack is
1. traction free:-the stresses on the crack surfaces are zero, and
2
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2. thermally insulated:-it acts as a thermal barrier, preventing the flow of 
heat.
As is the case with isotropic thermoelastic solids (Davidson [3]), a concentration 
of the stress field develops at each of the crack tips and, consequently, emphasis 
will be placed upon evaluating the stress intensity factors. The stress intensity 
factors, which measure the strength of the stress field singularities at each of the 
crack tips, can be used to predict crack growth, stability and closure: they are 
broken down into three different types (modes)
Mode I (opening or closing) :-predicting how the crack faces deform relative 
to the x2-direction
Mode II (shearing) :-predicting how the crack faces deform relative to the 
Xi-direction
Mode III (tearing) :-predicting how the crack faces deform relative to the 
X3-direction
It should be noted that if either of the mode I stress intensity factors turn 
out to be negative it is an indication that the adjacent faces of the crack, at 
that particular tip, may be coming into contact. If this is indeed the case then 
it is an obvious violation of assumptions (1) and (2) and it will be necessary to 
reformulate the problem, if more meaningful results are to be obtained. In the
3
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case of a  single crack (Chapter 4) in an infinite solid, subjected to a uniform heat 
flow and an applied tensile stress, it is possible to assume a contact zone, at the 
offending tip, and to obtain an expression for the extent of this zone in terms of 
these thermomechanical loads. In the case of two cracks and an infinite array 
of cracks (Chapters 5 and 6), subjected to the same thermomechanical load, a 
condition guaranteeing the validity of stress intensity factors can be obtained. 
However, as of yet, the problem of establishing the extent of the respective 
contact zones remains unresolved.
Imposing the assumptions of small displacements and temperature gradi­
ents, together with a linear stress-strain-temperature law gives rise to the linear, 
quasi-static theory, used throughout this dissertation (A more detailed descrip­
tion of these assumptions is presented in Chapter 2.1). It is also assumed that 
the themomechanical loading and the resulting thermoelastic field are indepen­
dent of the coordinate z3; material deformations of this type are referred to as 
generalized plane-strain deformations. In Chapter 2.2 the basic relations and 
equations of this theory are combined to show that the temperature and dis­
placement fields are solutions of the generalized Duhamel-Neumann equations. 
A study of these equations, attributable to Clements[4], in which the general 
solution is presented in terms of arbitrary analytic functions, is highlighted in 
Chapter 2.3. These equations and, consequently, their solution’s can be further
4
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simplified for various classes of materials, in which certain symmetries are in­
herent (e.g. transversely isotropic and orthotropic materials). In such cases, 
with an appropriately chosen set of axes, the equations can be separated into 
an “in-plane” and an “anti-plane” problem. The various symmetry classes are 
discussed in Chapter 2.5.
This linear theory permits the use of superposition, in solving the boundary 
value problems that appear in chapters 4-7. The strategy for solving these 
problems is to follow two consecutive steps:
1. Determine the undisturbed thermoelastic field which would be generated 
within the solid if it were unflawed and
2. obtain the perturbation of this solution due to the presence of the, ther­
mally insulated and traction free, crack (s).
Using superposition the second step can be separated into appropriate ther­
mal and isothermal problems. Employing Fourier type integrals (or Fourier 
series) to represent the real parts of the arbitrary analytic functions appearing 
in the general solution allows us to solve these component problems. In both, 
it is shown that the field components in the vicinity of the crack (s) are depen­
dent upon the solution’s of resulting sets of singular integral equations. In some 
cases these equations are solved analytically; in the others we have to be satis­
fied with established numerical techniques. A brief outline of these techniques
5
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is presented in the Appendix. The appendix also features many of the results 
and details which, for the sake of continuity, are excluded in Chapter 4-7.
In chapter 7 an isothermal problem is addressed, in which the material is 
assumed to occupy the half space x\ > 0. This restriction in the geometry 
requires us to augment Clements’s solution, which is geared to “simplify” on 
the xx-axis, with a second solution that simplifies on the x2-axis. The necessary 
form of this second solution is disscussed in Chapter 2.4.
6
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Chapter 2
The Governing Equations
2.1 A ssum ptions
In general, the equations that govern the thermoelastic behaviour of a homoge­
neous anisotropic solid are very complicated. Fortunately, however, they can be 
simplified, and yet still remain valid, for many cases of practical importance.
In order to justify the use of the linear, uncoupled, quasi-static theory of 
thermoelastisity, used throughout this dissertation, the following assumptions 
have to be made.
1. The solid, from the macroscopic viewpoint, is homogeneous.
2. The displacements are small in comparison with the solid’s overall size 
and, therefore, no distinction need be made between the reference and
7
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deformed states.
3. The temperature variations within the solid are small in comparison with 
the reference temperature.
As a consequence of (1) - (3), the strain may be considered to vary linearly 
with stress and temperature, the equation of heat conduction simplifies to the 
generalized Fourier Law and all of the coefficients occurring in these equations 
are constant.
4. Thermoelastic dissipation is negligible: i.e. the heat created within the 
solid due to the application of the mechanical loads is very small, and may 
be neglected.
5. The temperature changes occur very slowly with respect to time, and, as 
a result, inertia terms may also be neglected.
As a consequence of (4) and (5), the basic equations decouple: the equation 
of heat conduction separates from the remaining relations and the temperature 
field may be determined independently of the stress and strain
The interested reader is directed toward the works of [1] and [2] where a 
more thorough investigation of these assumptions and their consequences, is 
presented.
8
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Further simplifications in the governing equations are also produced when 
the following assumptions are included:
6. The solid extends infinitely in the x3-direction i.e. only cylinders with 
generators parallel to the x3-axis will be considered.
7. The boundary conditions are independent of the variable x3.
As a result of (6) and (7) the quantities which constitute the thermoelastic 
field are functions of X\ and x2, only, in which case the solid is said to be 
in a state of generalized plane strain.
2.2 The G overning Equations
In the study of anisotropic thermoelastic solids the quantities of interest are 
the stresses u,y, strains e,y, displacements ut- and heat fluxes ft induced by a 
temperature field T(x<) =  To+0(xj) (t, j  =  1,2,3) when the surfaces of the 
solid are subjected to prescribed thermal and mechanical loads. Hereafter, 
for brevity, we summarize this set of quantities by the letter F . According 
to the linear, uncoupled, quasi-static thermoelastic theory of rectilinearly 
anisotropic solids these quantities are governed by the following equations:
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Strain-displacement equations:
eH =  \ i ui j  +  ui,i) (2-2,1)
Compatibility equations:
"t” ik =  0 (2.2.2)
Equilibrium equations:
ffijj =  0 , cr.y =  Oji (2.2.3)
Heat flow equations:
9m =  0 (2.2.4)
Thermal constitutive equations:
9. =  (2.2.5)
Mechanical constitutive equations:
e,y =  +  cnjO (2.2.6)
or equivalently:
a«'i =  cijkieki ~  PijO (2.2.7)
The Xi in these equations are rectangular cartesian coordinates, To is the 
reference temperature, comma denotes partial differentiation and repeated
10
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indices are summed over the range 1 through 3. The quantities o,y«, c,y*j, 
K\j and ocij are respecively the elastic compliance tensor, the elastic stiffness 
tensor, the thermal conductivity tensor and the linear thermal expansion 
tensor, while The compliance and stiffness tensors, due to
the symmetry of <r,y and e,y, each exhibit symmetries of the type:
Cfjhi — Cjihi — Cijik (2.2.8a)
which reduces their number of independent elements from 81 to 36. The 
existence of a potential energy function of the form
W  =  W0(6) +  -c ,jWe,yeju -  c.-y^e.-yaw# (2.2.9)
implies the additional symmetry
cijkl = Cklij (2.2.8b)
which reduces the number of independent components from 36 to 21.
Material symmetries, if they exist, produce further simplifications in the 
five material tensors. A discussion of these simplifications if presented in 
section 5.
Now, in the case of generalized plane strain the temperature and displace­
ment fields take the form
11
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T  — To +  $[xi,X2) (2.2.10)
Ui = Ui{x 1 ,^ 2) i  =  1,2,3 (2.2.11)
Observe here, that unlike plane strain, u3 and 0 ,3 are, in general, non­
zero, accounting for the possible warpings that the anisotropy may cause. 
Observe also, that
*zz =  0
and that the equations of equilibrium (2.2.3) are independent of <r33, en­
abling us to maintain the state of generalized plane strain provided that
0 3 3  =  ~ { a 3311011 +  03322022 +  2 a 3 3 i2 0 i2
+ 2 a33i3 0 i3 +  2a3323023 +  <*330 } / 03333 (2.2.12)
Therefore a33 is determined automatically when 0 and the remaining com­
ponents of stress are known.
Substituting from (2.2.5) and (2.2.7) into (2.2.4) and (2.2.3) respectively, 
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Cijkiv-kji = PijO,j (2.2.14)
Before presenting the general solution of these equations it is worth not­
ing that the Second Law of Thermodynamics dictates that the tensor k3i 
must be positive-definite (Carslaw and Jaeger [6]). Similarly, requiring
the potential energy function to be everywhere positive implies that
is positive-definite. Thus, the governing equations (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) 
are partial differential equations of elliptic type.
2.3 The G eneral Solution  o f th e  G overning  
E quations
By seeking a solution of the form 0 =  / ( x x +  rx 2) it can be readily shown 
that the general solution of the temperature equation (2.2.13) may be 
written in the form
0 =  2Re[t«/(jBb)] (2.3.1)
where w is an arbitrary analytic function of the complex variable 
Zo =  Xi + r0x2 and r0 =  r0 +  is0 is the root of the quadratic equation
Kn +  2ki2t +  k22 ^  =  0 (2.3.2)
with positive imaginary part. i.e.
—/C12 y  *11^22 ~  ^12
r0 = ------  , s0 =-------------------
K22 K>22
13
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Hence, the expression (2.2.5) for the heat flux may be denoted by
g,(x i, x2) =  — 2Re{(/c,i +  r0/ci2)u;"(zo)}. (2.3.3)
The general solution of equation (2.2.14) is obtained by superimposing a 
particular solution with the general solution of the corresponding homo­
geneous equation. By inspection, it is clear that the functions
u*(xi,x2) =  2Re{HkOj(zo)} (2.3.4)
are particular solutions of the equations (2.2.14) if the constants Hk satisfy 
the linear algebraic system
[ctifci +  (c,ifc2 +  c<2jfci)ro +  Ci2kiTl\Hk — (/?,i +  T0A 2) (2.3.5)
For the homogeneous equations
CijkiUkji = 0 (2.3.6)
seeking solutions of the form uk =  -4jt/(xi +  rx 2) yields the linear algebraic 
system
[ctiM +  (c<i*2 +  Cj2jn)r +  c,-2*2r 2]A*. =  0 (2.3.7)
For this system to have a non-trivial solution it is necessary that the 
determinant of coefficients be zero. Hence the r ’s must satisfy
det[c,m +  (c,jjfc2 +  c<2*i)r +  Cj2*2r 2] =  0 (2.3.8)
14
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This determinant is a polynomial of degree 6 and Clements [5] has shown 
th a t the 6 roots are complex (3 conjugate pairs). In addition it will be 
assumed that they are distinct, if they are not then (from a numerical 
standpoint) it is always possible to treat the equal roots as a limiting 
case of distinct roots. The roots with positive imaginaxy part may be 
denoted by ra =  ra +  isa and their corresponding eigenvectors as A ka. 
Real solutions of (2.3.6) may therefore be written in the form
3
Uk(xi,x2) = 2Re[£) Akaf a(za)\ (2.3.9)
a=l
where the fa s are arbitrary analytic functions of the complex variable
%at — 2*1 “I" TotX2*
It follows at once that (2.2.14) has general solution
uk{xu x2) =  2Re 1 53 A kafa{za) +  H ku{zo) J (2.3.10)
and, via (2.2.7), that the corresponding stress field is given by
i , x 2) =  2Re j £  %«/!(*«*) +  (A«‘> “  A i)w'(*b) j (2.3.11)
where
Lija =  (Cijfcl "I" TaC{jk2)Aka {oc — 1,2,3) (2.3.12)
and
=  (c'jH +  ro cijki)Hk (2.3.13)
15
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When the boundary conditions are given in terms of the stresses it is much 
more convenient to rewrite the solution by introducing the functions
3
Si(Z) -  X) Li2afa{z) +  (A.2  -  Pa)w(z) (2.3.14)
a=l
The matrix Li2ct is non-singular (Clements [5]), therefore (2.3.14) may be 
written in the form
f a{z) = M ak\Sk{z) -  (Afc2 -  Pt%)u{z)\ (2.3.15)
3
where E  Li2aM ak =  £,*. Hence, the revised expressions for the displace-
a=l
ments and the stresses are given by
Mfc(®l,^) =  2 R e | )  " A kctM aj[Sj(za) (Aj2 — Pj2)w[za)] "bHku{zo)}
(2.3.16)
0ij{xi, x 2) = 2Re { E  LijaM ak[S'k(za) -  (A*2 -  pk2)u>'(za)}
Ka=l
+(Ai, - - A i )w'(zb)} (2.3.17)
On the boundary x2 =  0, these simplify to
ttfc(xi,0) =  2Re{BkjSj(xi) + Fku{x i)} (2.3.18)
at2(xi,0) =  2Re{S’/(x1)} (2.3.19)
where
Fk = Hk -  B ki(Aj2 -  fist) (2.3.20)
16
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and
3
Bkj = Y  Ak«Maj (2.3.21)
0 = 1
2.4 Isotherm al Problem s
The solution in section 2.3 can also be used to study isothermal problems, 
by simply letting w(z) =  0. For isothermal problems involving the half­
space x\  >  0 it is also necessary to augment Clements’s solution with a 
second solution that serves to satisfy the bounday conditions on the surface
xi  =  0.
With w =  0, the basic solution may be written in the form
uk(xu x2) =  2Re { Y ,  Akafa(za) \ (2.4.1)
and
<Tij(x 1 ,X2) = 2Re |  Y  L i ja f 'aM  J  (2.4.2)
Now choosing
f a [z) =  MajQj (i z / Ta) (2.4.3)
(2.4.1) and (2.4.2) may be re-written as
Uk{xi,x2) =  2Re | Y  A k«Majgj{iza/Ta)^ (2.4.4)
17
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and
0jfc(®l, ®2) = 2Re |  ̂  ] LilcctAdaic—Q^liZg/7~a) ̂  (2.4.5)
U=i r« J
On combining (2.2.8), (2.3.12) and (2.3.7) it can be readily shown that
Lila =  ^aLiia (2.4.6)
Revealing that, on the boundary x\ =  0 (2.4.4) and (2.4.5) assume the 
forms
(0, x2) =  2Re {Bkjgj (ix2)} (2.4.7)
and
0yi (0, x2) =  2Re {-ig'j {ix2)} (2.4.8)
2.5 Sym m etry  and th e M aterial Coefficients
The material coefficients (properties) consist of the the thermal conduc­
tivity and thermal expansion tensors along with the elastic compliance 
tensor, or it’s inverse, the elastic stiffness tensor. As stated at the outset, 
these properties are direction-dependent, which means that they vary with 
respect to the orientation of the chosen set of reference axes. As a result, 
their tabulated values (which can be found in Boas and McKenzie [7], for 
example) are always given, relative to the most conveniently oriented set
18
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of axes. Throughout this study, the location of the crack(s) determines the 
reference axes, so it is important, in guaging the effects of anisotropy, to be 
able to calculate the corresponding coefficients, for arbitrary orientations 
of the material. This is achieved via the standard transformation laws of 
tensors and since the materials involved are rectinilinearly anisotropic, we 
may assume that these axes are rectangular. Therefore, if the coefficients 
are known for the system 2 , then the corresponding values, for the system 
xi =  x,(xy) are obtained from
_ u  d i i  dxj  dxk dxt
at} dxp dxq d x r d x g pq<  (2-51)
for each of the rank 4 tensors and
<2-5-2'
for those of rank 2.
Now, we may also use these transformation laws to study the various types 
of material symmetries, and their effects upon the material coefficients. 
Due to the previously mentioned symmetries (2.2.8) in each of the rank 4 
tensors, the 21 independent coefficients may be conveniently represented
19
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in the following matrix type form:
,11 _ i i  -11  - i i  - u  - i i
I n  22 33 23 13 °1 2
_22 -2 2  -2 2  -2 2  -2 2  
a 22 ®33 a 23 ®13 a 12
—33 -3 3  —33 —33 
33 23 13 °1 2
(2.5.3)
23 23 23
t t23 “ 13 a 12
a 13 a 1313 a 12
a 1212
While the 6  independent coefficients occuring in the rank 2  tensors may 
be written as:
<*11 <*12 <*13
a *  o »  (2-5-4)
<*33
A detailed discussion of symmetry, from the crystallographic viewpoint, is 
presented in Nye[2]. Mathematically, we can define the following classes 
of symmetry (Green and Zerna, [8 ]).
(a) Symmetry W ith Respect To A Plane (13 coefficients).
A material is said to be symmetric with respect to the plane 2:3 =  0  if the 
components of the material tensors are invariant under the transformation 
of coordinates
, 3.2 ”  3.2 , 3:3 — 3)3 (2.5.5)
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For this change of coordinates
p i  = 6 ir r  =  1,2 and p i  =  - 6 iz (2.5.6)
uXr OX 3
Therefore cnj =  a,-,- if and only if <*13 =  0 2 3  =  0 while a$ =  afj if and 
only if each of the a*y with indices containing an odd number of 3’s is zero. 
Thus, the rank 4 tensors assume the form
®11 ®22 ®3S ® ® ®12
a l l  4 1  0  0  4 1
4 1  0  0  a 12




with the rank 2 ’s simplifying to
« n  a i2 0
£*22 0 (2.5.8)
®33
(b) Symmetry With Respect to Two Orthogonal Planes: Or- 
thotropy (9 coefficients)
A material is said to be symmetric with respect to the planes xz = 0 and 
X2 =  0 if in addition to (2.5.5), the material tensors are also invariant
21
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under the transformation
•Cj “  2/2 — 2/2 X3 ~  2J3
This additional requirement leads to the rank 4 tensors assuming the form
OjX ^22 ®22 0  0  0
all 0  0  0
all 0  0
(2.5.9)
a l l  0
au12
W ith those of rank 2 simplifying to
an  0 0
a 22 0 (2.5.10)
ctzz
An examination of (2.5.9) and (2.5.10) reveals that symmetry with respect 
to two orthogonal planes implies symmetry with respect to a third plane, 
which is orthogonal to both of the original planes. Hence the material 
actually has three orthogonal planes of symmetery at each point, and such 
a material is said to be orthotropic.
22
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In certain situations it is more convenient to express the non-zero com­
ponents of the compliance tensor in terms of the “engineering constants” 
(Lekhnitskii, [9]) Ei,Gij and i/tJ- so that
1 /E X —i/2 i /E 2 —u3 1/ E 3 0 0 0














0 0 0 0 l/G si 0
0 0 0 0 0 I /G 12
where the relationships E 2uX2 =  E xu2i ; E\Uzi = E 3 Uiz ; E3u23
(2.5.11)
preserve the required symmetry and the 2£,-’s are the Youngs Moduli, G,,-’s 
are the shear moduli and 1/,-, ’s are the Poisson’s Ratios.
(c) Transverse Isotropy (5 coefficients)
This is obtained from an orthotorpic material if the material coefficients 
remain invariant under the transformation
Xi = x x
x 2 =  x 2 cos 6  + x  3 sin 0  
x 3 = —x 2 sin 0  + x 3 cos 0
(2.5.12)
where 0 is arbitrary. In particular,(2.5.12) defines a  material with the
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zi-axis normal to the transverse planes.
Equating a*} and afj in this case reveals th a t the rank 4 tensors assume 
the form
a\\ a\l °2 2  0  0  0
<*22 a 33 0  0  0
all 0  0  0
(2.5.13)
| ( f l22 ~  a33) 0  0
a\l 0
a 12“ 12
While those of rank 2 simplify to
a n  0 0
a 22 0 (2.5.14)
<*22
(d) Fiber-Reinforced Composites
Undirectional full fiber-reinforced composites such as that shown in Figure 
1 are macroscopically transversely isotropic with axis of transverse isotropy 
parallel to the fiber direction.
Given the elastic properties of the matrix and also those of the (possi­
bly anisotropic) fiber we can calculate the elastic constants of the fiber- 
composite via Hahn’s equations (see Vinson and Sierakowski, [2 0 ])
24
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d^0®'
o^®







Volume fraction (V/ +  Vm = 1) 1 Vj vm
Young's Modulus : E u Ei E n  f Em
Poisson's R atio : 1/12 Ui2 Vl2f I'm
Shear Modulus : G i2 C?12 G u f Gm
Shear Modulus : G2S G2 3 G23f Gm
Plane Strain Bulk M odulus: K K K S K m
Note:
K m = E m/2(1 — i/m).
K f  = E f / 2 { l - v l2f )  (2.5.15a)
Hahn’s Formulae
Ei = E n fV f  + EmVm
Vl2 = VufV} + VmVm (2.5.15b)
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1   Wia /
G12 Vf + n6Vm 2> *76 =  X (1  +  Gm/  G12/)
(g 2s/ " ^ 4 Ĝ ") 3 — 4l/m + Gm/ G 23f  Was/
Vz +  r ; ^  ’ 774 4(1 - v m)r 23
i  _  (%  +  ■>»£) 1 +  G ./* >  . ,
K  ~  V, + * y „  ’ 2(1 — l/m) (2'5'15C)
E *K G ™ m 1 I ^
El ~  K l m ( ! a  ’ m - 1+ Ei
E * i
1/23 "  5 g ^ _ 1
It should be noted that if the direction of the cylindrical generators is 
parallel to the normal axis defining either of the aforementioned material 
symmetries, then the governing equations (and their solution) are simpli­
fied. Specific details can be found in Chapter 2 of Clements [5]. In each 
of the cases (a), (b) and (c) the equations decouple into an in-plane and 
an anti- plane problem. In case (c), however, the simplifications are some­
what unwelcome; it turns out that the polynomial (2.3.8) has roots ± t, 
each of multiplicity 3, which violates the assumption of the roots being dis­
tinct. Problems of this type can be approximated by introducing a small
27
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deviation between the respective ^3-axes but it would be more prudent 
to, instead, reformulate the problem using the classical theory of isotropic 
thermoelasticity (Parkus, [10]).
28
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Chapter 3
Therm oelastic Fields in 
Unflawed Linearly Anisotropic 




The method used for determining the thermoelastic field in a flawed solid 
requires us, first, to determine the field in the equivalent unflawed solid; 
this field may be symbolized by a superscript 0. Two cases, which will 
play important roles in Chapters 4-7, are considered and in both the ther­
momechanical loading consists of a uniform heat flux
q° =  (?i> 72 5 7s) (3.1.1)
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and a uniaxial tension in the X2-direction
<4 =  a (3.1.2)
3.2 C ase 1
Determine the resulting thermoelastic field in the plane x3 = c if the solid
is constrained in such a manner that the field is a function of xi  and x 2
only (the solid, otherwise, is allowed to expand freely). This case coincides 
with that of generalized plane strain.
That is
F° =  F °(x i,* 2) (3.2.1)
4  =  0 (3.2.2)
and the equilibrium equations (2.2.3) are independent of <733. Therefore, 
combining (3.2.2) with the relevant constitutive equation (2.2.6) reveals 
that a state of generalized plane strain can be maintained provided
O33 =  —{ 03311^11 +  <*3322022 +  203312012 +  2 O3313O 13 +  203323023 +  a 3 3 ^ ° } / 03333
(3.2.3)
Since the solid is, otherwise, stress free the stress field may be summarized
ffij{x U x "i) =  ^ t 2 ^ j ' 2 0  — ^ t 3 ^ j 3 ( < * 3 3 0 °  +  O 3 3 2 2 0 ) / O 3 3 3 3  (3.2.4)
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which enables us to rewrite the remaining constitutive equations in the 
revised form
4  (* i, x 2) = A ijO° +  HijO (3.2.5)
where
A,-,- =  an -  ^  a 33 (3.2.6)
03333
A*»j =  °« J 2 2 ------ a 3322> ( 3 .2 .7 )
a 3333
( i , j  = 1,2,3)
The equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) clearly indicate tha t a uniform heat flux 
can only be produced by a linear temperature field i.e.
0® =  0q +  0\X\ +  02x 2 (3.2.8)
Upon combining (3.2.5) and (3.2.8), it can be readily shown, to within a
rigid body motion, that the displacement field is given by
u$(xi,x2) =  Airxr0° -  \ 0 i \ rtx rx s +  Hirxro
u\{x i ,x2) =  \ 2rxr0° -  \0 2 \ rtx rx t + n 2rxro  (3.2.9)
x 2) = A 3rXr{0° +  0o) +  2fi3rxra
where the subscripts r,s are summed over the range 1 , 2  and where the
additional requirement
A31$2 =  ^32^1 (3.2.10)
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is necessary to guarantee a unique expression for u3.
Therefore, (3.2.10), (3.2.8), and (2.2.5) show that, in general, only one 
component of the heat flux may be specified in an arbitrary fashion. In the 
case where x3 =  0  is a plane of symmetry however, A13 =  A2s =  0  so that 
(3.2.10) is satisfied trivially and we may then prescribe two components 
arbitrarily. It should also be noted that, in the latter case u3(x i ,x 2) =  0 
so that the resulting solution is one of genuine plane strain.
Determine the resulting thermoelastic field in the plane x3 =  c, —7r <  Xi < 
7T, — 0 0  <  X2 < 0 0  if the solid is constrained in such a manner that the field 
is a function of X2 only (the solid, otherwise, is allowed to expand freely). 
That is
Therefore, combining (3.3.2) with the relevant constitutive equations (2.2.6)
3.3 C ase 2
F° =  F°(x2) (3.3.1)
(3.3.2)
and the equilibrium equations (2.2.3) are independent of <7g3, and cr°3.
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reveals th a t the desired field can be maintained provided
* 1 1 + @1 1 0° A \l 2  A H 2A\\
* 3 3 + P330° =  — A 22 33 2All 2A33
* 1 3 + @130° j A 22" 1 3 2All 2A\l
/  \  
*22  +  @2 2 0 °
*23  +  /^23^° (3.3.3)
where
-i r 1- l r 1
AH 2  A\\ 2A\l a l l ft3 3*11 2 * 1? a22*11 2 * 2? 2 * 1 ?
A 22 
33 2All 2-^33 = a3333 a22*33 2 * 1 ? 2 * 3 ?
A2 2  " 1 3 2  A\l 2A\l  . a33*13 2*13 a22*13 2 * 1? 2*1 3
(3.3.4)
Since the solid is, otherwise, stress-free the stress field may be summarized:
a i j  =  ~ Aif * ~  i A lf @22 +  2 j4 ? ? ^ 2 3  +  2^4,-y / ? 1 2  +  @ i j } 0 °
( t , j  =  l,3 ) (3.3.5)
*2,' =  S 2 jO
The remaining constitutive equations may now be written in revised form:
(3.3.6)
/  N
e°22 4 |  241 2<iJl
(  \  
O +/?22̂ °
p0e23 = 41 241  241 @230°
e°V621J  ̂ d\I 2d?? 2dj? ^ k / W  ,
where
M  _  Id 11 d k l  „ 3 3  t k l  0  13 A kl 
d i j  -  a i j  -  a i j  A l l  -  a i j  A 33 -  2 a i j  A 13 (3.3.7)
The equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) clearly indicate that a uniform heat flux 
can only be produced by a linear temperature field, hence
0° =  0O +  02x 2 (3.3.8)
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Combining (3.3.6) and (3.3.8), it can be readily shown, to within a  rigid 
body motion, that the displacement field is given by:
u° = 2 d%lox2 + 2 D 2i(0 oX2 + fax*)
Uj =  d l \a x 2  +  D22{0oX2 +  §#2*2) (3.3.9)
Ug =  2 d%lox2 + 2 D 2s(B0 X2 +  \ 0 2x\)
where
D2j =  22 +  2d2y/?23 +  2d^/?i2 [ j  =  1,2,3) (3.3.10)
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Chapter 4
The D isturbance of a Uniform  
H eat Flow by a Line Crack in 
an Infinite Anisotropic 
Therm oelastic Solid
4.1  Introduction
The first crack configuration to be considered is that of a single line crack 
in an infinite anisotropic solid. The reference axes are set up so that the 
crack, which is thermally insulated and traction free, is given by:
a < Xi < b , x 2 =  0  , —oo < Xz <  oo
Under the conditions of generalized plane strain, the thermoelastic field in 
the vicinity of the crack is determined for the case in which the thermo-
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mechanical loading consists of a uniform heat flux
q° = (gU°,93°)
and a uniaxial tension in the ^-direction:
C22 =  o
Choosing appropriate Fourier type integrals to represent the arbitrary an­
alytic functions which appear in the general solution results in a  system 
of singular integral equations. These equations are solved analytically and 
expressions for the stress intensity factors are obtained, along with a  con­
dition that guarantees their validity, by insuring that the crack remains 
open. The problem is then reformulated for the case in which the crack 
faces come into contact. An expression for the length of the contact zone is 
given, along with corresponding expressions for the revised stress intensity 
factors.
4.2 R eso lu tion  into P roblem s 1 and 2
In the absence of the crack the thermoelastic field is identical to that of 
Chapter 3.2. The presence of the crack disturbs this field thereby creating 
a new field which can be written:
F n(xi,a;2) =  F ° ( x i , x2) + F p(xx, x2)
36
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The stress free movement of the crack requires that
« S ( * I . 0 ) = 0  X! G(o,6)
while the prevention of heat flow across the crack requires that
9 ? (x i,0 ) = 0  Xi € (a, 6)
We also require the thermoelastic field, far from the crack, to be the same 
as the field in the unflawed solid. Hence, recalling the form of F 0(xi, £2), 
together with appropriate continuity requirements, we seek a particular 
solution of the equations of generalized plane strain which satisfies the 
following boundary conditions:
(1 ) 0 p( x i , x 2),Oij[xi,X2) ~  0 (r-1) and upk{xx, x 2) ~  0 (lnr) 
as r  =  \Jx\ +  x\  —*• 0 0 .
(2 ) [of2 (x i,°)I = 0 Xi € H
(3) Iu£(xi,0 )J = 0 Xi € (o,6)c
o«(* i.0+ ) =  S i2a Xi e  (a, b)
(4) l</f(xi,0 )l =  0 xi GlR
(5) ^ ( ^ .O ) ]  =  0 Xi G (a,b)c
^(® i,o+ ) =  -<a xi  G (a, b)
where the notation
[ /( * ,0 )] =  / ( x , 0 +) -  f ( x , 0 - )  
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is used to denote the jump in the relevant function on the xi-axis.
This problem may be solved by superimposing the solution’s of two com­
ponent problems. In the first the thermal field is completely detemined by 
replacing the crack with a continuous distribution of heat dipoles. This 
leads, however, to an unwanted stress developing on the crack. In the 
second problem, which is isothermal, this stress is counter balanced by an 
equal and opposite stress, leaving the crack stress free, as desired. Prob­
lems 1 and 2  may thus be stated as follows:
Problem 1 . Find a generalized plane strain solution 01 (xi,
of the equations of anisotropic linear thermoelasticity in 1R3 subject to the
boundary conditions:
(1) e1 (x1 , x 2),a}j {x1 , x 2) ~  0 (r _1) , u j(x i,x 2) ~  O(lnr)
= \J X\ + Aas r  \ / x  *  x\ —■► o°.
(2) [o42(xi,0)J =  0 X\ 6 1R
(3) [ttj[(zi,0)] =  0 xi €  1R
(4) [fli(*i,o)] =  o x\ G 1R
(5) [[^(xijOjJ =  0 xi G (o, 6)c
O
nIII+oH xi G (a, 6)
Calculate: a/2 (x i,0±) =  p,(xi).
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Problem 2 . Find a generalized plane strain solution u\(xi,  x 2) of the equa­
tions of isothermal anisotropic linear elasticity in 1RS cut along £ 2  =  0 , 
a <  £ 1  < 6 , — 0 0  <  £ 3  <  0 0  subject to the boundary conditions:
(1 ) af}(xi ,£ 2) ~  0 (r~2), u |(£ i,£ 2) ~  0 (r_1) as r  =  \Jx{ + x\  -> 0 0 .
(2) [* a (* i» 0 j= 0  X\ G R
(3) [u |(x i,0 ] = 0  £ 1  G (a,b)e
o,?2 (x i,0 +) =  - S i2a  -  p,(£i) £ 1  G (a, b)
4.3 T he Solu tion  o f P roblem  1
In the general solution (2.3.1), (2.3.3), (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take
u(z)  = Kql{<f>{x, y) + ij>(x, j/)} (4.3.1)
and
Sj{z) = Uj{x, y) +  M j{z ,  y) (4.3.2)
where
^ X,y} = /-oo ^ p ( e“ISyle_<€z “  e~i<tS¥ ) d £  (4.3.3)
V  ̂ = v f c  I -oo ^ p ( e_l€,/le",€S: ”  €~<(Ŝ ) dt  (4- M
and kq ”  tsotc22 
Then
2
6 1(x i, £2) = ---------<f>,y{̂ \ +  r0&2, «0^2) (4.3.5)SqK22
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gl(x 1, x2) =  —2<j>tXX[x\ +  r0x2,s0x2) (4.3.6)
and boundary condition 4 is satisfied automatically. Now condition hi is 
equivalent to
ffo(xi) Xi G (a, 6) 
0  Xi £  (a, b)c
where gro(̂ i) is an, as yet, undetermined function satisfying the condition
[ bg0 {t)dt = 0 (4.3.7)
Ja
Hence condition 5t is satisfied if
— —  7_1[^i4o(0 ; *i] =  Go(xi) S  R  
S0 K22
or equivalently, if
M t )  = \ ^ j a So{*W&dt (4.3.8)
where the inverse Fourier transform J ~ x (Sneddon [11]) is defined by
r ' m  1 x] = v f e  (4'3'9)
Substituting (4.3.8) into (4.3.6) and making use of (8.1.1) reveals that
«J(*1. 0 ) =  f  f ^ T dt <4-3-10)It 7T Ja t —
Therefore condition 5tt is satisfied if go(t) is given by the singular integral 
equation
\  I  f ^ dt  = *i € (a,b) (4.3.11)7T Ja t — X\ 5ô 22
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with subsidiary condition (4.3.7). It now follows (8.2.1) that
9o{t) =




(4.3.13)A(t) =  y / ( b - t ) ( t - a )
Substituting (4.3.12) into (4.3.8) we see that
M O  = - 9 ° ^  £  A {t)ei&dt (4.3.14)
Hence, the temperature field is completely determined and, from (4.3.5), 
(4.3.14) and (8.1.3), is given by
fl1 (s» y) =  —- y -  f  2 y ^  x2 dt (4.3.15)s0 /c22 n Ja y 2 + [ t -  z)
where, recall x  =  x\ +  r0z 2 ; y =  s0Z2
Before addressing the remaining boundary conditions it is worth noting 
that the corresponding imaginary parts of u>(z) and Sy (z) are given by
1
$[.x,y) =  c0 +  t'sgn(y)^ J  1 (4.3.16)
tfy(z, y) =  Cj +  tsgn(y) - 7  1
i
(4.3.17)
where c0, cy (j = 1,2,3) are arbitrary constants. Now, from (2.3.18)
Uk(x 1, 0) =  (Bicj +  -Bjy)f)y(zi,0) +  l{Bkj ~  Bkj)9
(+  ( ~~ + ${x h 0) (4.3.18)K 0 K0
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Therefore, recalling the forms of the relevant functions (4.3.3,4,16, and 
17), we see that
[«J(*i,o)l = - r - ' [{(«« - s^MO + (£-=) ̂ (f)} f"1: *»
Hence, boundary condition 3 is satisfied if
M O  =  — Jl t Re(Ft )A0(()
SqK22
(4.3.19)
where djk is the inverse of the non-singular matrix by = Im[i?jy ] (Clements,
[5])-
Now, from (2.3.19)
a #  (* i,0 ) =  - i f  [sgn(£)A,-(£);*i] (4.3.20)
therefore boundary condition 2 is satisfied automatically. Also, from (4.3.20), 
(4.3.19), (4.3.14) and (8.1.1)
7f Ja tSqK22 * 1
(4.3.21)
therefore (appendix 8.2.3)
Piix  i) =  Qi
o +  6 — 2 xj — 2 Ai(xi) (—oo,a) 
a +  b — 2 xi  (a, 6)
a +  6 — 2zx +  2Ax(xx) (b, oo)
(4.3.22)
where
Ax(x) =  yj(x — a) (x — b) (4.3.23)
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and
=  (4'3'24) 
Finally, we insure that condition 1 is satisfied.
Since Ao(£) is a linear combination of the Ay(£)’s we need only study the 
behaviour of <j>(x,y), for x ,y  “large” .
From (4.3.5) and (4.3.15) we see that
9* 1 f b A (0
therefore
« * .» )  =  f  -  / ’*A (i)log |i'i  +  (i +  (4.3.26)4 7T Jo — Sj
Also, from (4.3.3),(4.3.14) and (8.1.1)
<f>x{x,0 ) = [ b^ Q d t  
Y,Xy ' ’ 2 7T Ja X -  t
and <f> = °
therefore
i  rb . .  , x — t
E 
2
and, combining (4.3.26) and (4.3.27)
« * .» )  =  f  ;  f  A W l0 8  ly ( ^ (t_~t)f  I*  <4-3-28)
Clearly ^(x,t/) ~  O(log(x2 +  y2)) as -ŷ r2 +  yi —> oo and condition 
1 is satisfied.
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4.4 T h e Solution  o f P roblem  2
In the general solution (2.3.1), (2.3.3), (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take u(z)  =  0 and
where
Sj{z) = ftj{x,y) + i'9j(x,y)




(4.4.3)OjWi*0) =  [*sgn(0 -Ai(0 ; ^il
and boundary condition 2 is satisfied automatically. Now condition 3i is 
equivalent to
dx\
[u |(x i,0 )l =  Gfc(xx) =
fffc(xi) x l e{a,b)  
0  X i €  (a, 6)e
(4.4.4)
where the fiffc(xx)’s are, as yet, undetermined functions, each satisfying the 
condition
[ bgk(t)dt = 0 (4.4.5)
Ja
Now, via the Cauchy Riemann equations, we have that
=  C®*; "I" Bkj)nj,x{xii 0 ) — i{Bkj — Bkj)^tj,y(x i , 0 ) 
Therefore boundary condition 3i is satisifed if
xx] =  Gk{xi) i x 6 l
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or equivalently, if
A i ( & = i : ^ «  <4'4'6)
Condition 1 may now be verified as follows: observe, from (4.4.4), that the 
indefinite integral
f  9 k{t)dt = gk(z)dx  =  [u2 ( t ,0 )]
Therefore
M t )  = ~ idjk£ ^ ^ J a h l i t ’t y l ^ d t  (4.4.7)
and it now follows, by virtue of (8.1.5), that
these functions clearly exhibit the desired behaviour. Now combining
(4.4.6), (4.4.3) and making use of (8.1.1) we see that
0/2(*i> °) = ~d* i r  f  T^-dt (4.4.9)*7T Ja V Xj
Therefore condition 3ii is satisfied if <7*(f) is given by the singular integral 
equation
dj±l  r 9k{t) dt _  f y a  + pjlxi) xi  e  (a ,6) (4.4.10)
A 7T Ja t — X\
with subsidiary condition (4.4.5). It now follows (appendix 8.2.1) that
9 iW  =  + f t ( l ) } , t e  (4-4 -n )
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Therefore, substituting (4.4.11) into (4.4.9), switching the order of inte­
gration and using (8.2.2) reveals that for xj £  (a, b)c
f .  + » « > *  (4-4-12)
where
Ai(x) =  y / ( x - a ) ( x - b ) (4.4.13)
Before evaluating the stress intensity factors and crack surface disconti­
nuities it is worth noting from (4.3.22), (8.2.3), (8.2.7), that (4.4.11) and 
(4.4.12) may be alternately expressed as
-  t
— Spa
[ = H )
t E (a, b)
(4.4.14)
sgn(o -  zi)
Ai(a;i)
(4.4.15)
“  *i] } - + b -  2 xi) +  6j 2<j} x\  G (a, 6)c
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4.5 T he S tress In tensity  Factors and Crack  
Surface D iscontinuities
The mode I, II, and III stress intensity factors at the crack tips are defined 
by
fc/(a) =  E2(a), kn (a) = E ^a), kn i {a) =  E3(a), (4.5.1)
kj{b) = E2(6), kn {b) = Ex(6), km (b) =  E3(6), (4.5.2)
where
Ey(a) =  ^lim_ y/2(a -  (xu  0) ( j  = 1,2,3) (4.5.3)
and
Ey(6) =  lim \ j2{xx -  b)c2j2(xu 0) {j = 1,2,3) (4.5.4)zi-*i
Therefore, by virtue of (4.4.15)
E ,W  =  0 ,  ( ^ )  '  (4-5.5)
Ej W =  -  <3i ( ^ )  '  (4-5.6)
which yields
*/(«) -  <V¥ + < ? 2 ( ^ ) 3/2 m *o =  < V ¥ - < ? 2 ( * f ) 3/2
fc/j(a) =  Q i /  fcj/(6) =  - Q i  /
kin(a)  = (?3  ̂ &j/j(6) = -Q 3 ( ^ )  ̂
(4.5.7)
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Now, from (4.4.4)
[u*(xi,0)] =  f  gk{t)dt X\ E (o, 6) (4.5.8)
Ja
or, substituting (4.4.14) into (4.5.8) and using (8.2.7) and (8.2.8)
[ujfe(xi,0)] =  - b kj{26j2a + (a +  b -  2x1)QJ}A(xi) (4.5.9)
In contrast to the isotropic case [12], observe that the heat flux q° produces 
opening mode stress intensity factors fcj(a), kj(b), and tearing mode stress 
intensity factors kuj(a),  kuj(b) as well as sliding mode stress intensity 
facotrs kjj(a) and kjj(b). It has the effect of decreasing these quantities 
at one tip and increasing them at the other. If a is small enough, and in 
particular if it is zero, the mode I  stress intensity factors change sign from 
one tip to the other thereby indicating the possibility of crack closure. In 
order to ensure the validity of the above solution therefore, we require that 
[«2(^i50)J > 0 for all Xi £ (a,b), Since b22 <  0 (Clements [5]) this leads to 
the condition
a > _  lg2Re^ 2l (4.5.10)
2Sô C22®22 \  2 J
It is interesting to observe that this condition is identical to the condition 
that would result from requiring kj(a), ki{b) > 0. It should be noted, 
however, that this situation does not, in general, occur.
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If, for example, we let g° =  0 and apply additional shear stresses <721, <723 
then
ki{a) = fc/(6) =
[u |(z i ,0 )]j =  — 2622^  — 2 (621^21 +  b2S<?23)
Clearly, for any material, orientated in such a way that 621 and/or 623 are 
non-zero, it is possible to apply a loading which results in
ki >  0  and |u 2(z i,0 ) | <  0
or vice-versa.
4.6 P artia l C losure (On T he R ight)
Whenever condition (4.5.10) fails to hold, the normal displacement dis­
continuity becomes negative at one of the crack tips and the preceeding 
solution ceases to be valid. This behaviour occurs at the tip X\ =  a, if 
g ^ R e ^ )  < 0  and at the tip xi = b, if g£Re(F2) > 0  . In such circum­
stances the problem has to be reformulated, if more meaningful results 
are to be obtained. This may be achieved by introducing a frictionless 
contact zone which is bounded by the offending tip and an interior point 
c of the crack (0 , 6). It is assumed that the heat flows freely across this
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interval and that the crack surfaces separate “smoothly” at x  =  c Here 
we may agree to deal with the case for which ^ R e ^ )  > 0 so that the 
contact zone is an interval of the from a < c < X\ < b. As before, the 
uniform field of Chapter 3.2 is disturbed by the presence of the crack. In 
this case however, the perturbed field must satisfy the following boundary 
conditions:
(1) 0p(xi,X2) iOij{xi,X2) ~  0 ( r -1) and upk{xi,X2) ~  O(lnr) 
as r =  yjxI + x\  —> 0 0 .
(2) |o ^ (x i,0 )] | =  0 X i G l R
(3) K ( n , 0 ) l = 0 ,  A: =  1,2,3 X l e{a ,b )e
K ( x i ,0 ) l = 0  xi e{c,b)
af2(x 1,0 + ) =  0, * =  1,3 xi e  (a, b)
a^2(x 1, 0 +) - - a  xi  G (a,c)
lim 0 2 2 (^1, 0 ) < 0 0
Z \ —»c+
(4) K ( * 1, 0 ) ] = 0  XiGlR
(5) [^(zxjO)] =  0 x 1 e ( a , c ) c
9a(*i»0+) =  - ^  x l e{a ,c )
As before, this problem may be solved by superimposing the solutions of
two other problems; 3 and 4, say. Problem 3 is identical to Problem 1 of
section 3 except that the thermal barrier, in this case, is restricted to the
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interval (a,c). Therefore, by analogy with problem 1 we discover that
o%{xi,0 +) = Pj{x!) =
Qj(a +  c -  2xx) -  2QjAx(xi) ( - 0 0 , 0 ) 
Qj(a +  c - 2 x i )  (a,c)
Qj(a +  c -  2xi) +  2g i A i(xi) (c, 0 0 )
(4.6.1)
where Qj  is given by (4.3.24) and Ai(x) =  yj[x — c)(x — a).
Problem 4 may be stated as follows:
Problem 4. Find a generalized plane strain solution u\{xx, x2) of the equa­
tions of isothermal anisotropic linear elasicity in 1R.3 cut along x2 =  0, a < 
xx < 6, — 0 0  <  X3 <  0 0  subject to the boundary conditions:
(1) o£ (x i,x 2) ~  0 ( r  2),u^(x i,x2) ~  0 ( r  *) as r  =  \ j x \  +  x \  -> 0 0 .
(2) [er?2(xx,0j = 0  XiGlR
(3) [ti*(xl50] =  0 k  =  1,2,3 xx e  (o, 6)c
[u^(xi,0] =  0 Xx 6 (c,6)
af2 (xx, 0+ ) =  -P i  (xx), * =  1,3 xx E (a, b)
°+ ) =  - 0 -  P i{ x \)  x x G (a, c)
^ ^ ( x x , 0) <  00
The solution of Problem 4 is obtained in the same manner as the solution
of Problem 2: the same representations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) will insure
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conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied and that
*1] (4-6.2)
so that the first two parts of condition 3 will also be satisfied if
A,-(t) =  f a gk{t)e«dt  (4.6.3)
where
rb
/  9 k{t)dt = 0 (k =  1,2,3) (4.6.4)
Ja
and, accomodating for the contact interval
gi{t) = 0 t e { c , b )  (4.6.5)
Again, we may write
1 f b gk (t)
=  ~ u3k
or, defining
P j ^ ) = d jkgk{t) (j =  1,2,3) (4.6.6)
Therefore, recalling (4.6.1) and combining (4.6.4) and (4.6.6), boundary 
condition 3iii is satisifed if Pj(t) (j — 1,3) is given by the singular integral 
equation
— f  =  2 Qj { a  +  c — 2x +  2 H ( x  — c)\J{x — a)(x  — c)}
7r J c l t ~~~ zc
x  G (a, 6) (4.6.8)
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with subsidiary condition
(4.6.9)
and where H(a — b) =
1 a > b
is the unit Heaviside function.
0 a < b
It now follows (appendix 8.2.1) that
(4.6.10)
or, from (8.2.3), (8.2.7)
W) =  f  {« ? («  -  «)V(« - < ) ( < - « )  -  } (4-6.11)
Now, substituting (4.6.11) into (4.6.7) and making use of (8.2.2), (8.2.3) 
reveals that
o*2(x i,0) =  jE T [(x i-6 )(x i-a )]sg n (a -a :1) — J f A 0.. a  ̂=
4\/(x i -  6)(x: -  a)
dx
+ H[(xi -  c)(xi -  a)]sgn(a -  xi) 2 Qj\J{xi -  c)(xi -  a)
-  Qj{a + c -  2 xi) {j = 1,3) (4.6.12)
Now, from condition (4.6.5), (4.6.6)
g2 {t) = b2jPj(t) =  0 t e  (c ,6) 
or equivalently, recalling (4.6.11)
p  /.v bn Qi + hzQs  (c -  a) 2
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Therefore boundary condition 3iv is satisfied if Pi{t),t G (a, c), is given by 
the singular integral equation
~ h l a T ^ l d t =  ~ a ~ p2W  x € { a , c )
with subsidiary condition £ J* P2(t)dt = 0. However, since P2(t) is known 
on the interval (c, 6) this equation may be re-written as
-  /  f dt = 2(a +  p2 (x)) — — f  dt x  € (a,c) (4.6.15)
It Ja t — X It Jc t — X
with subsidiary condition
-  f  P2{t)dt =  — f b P2{t)dt (4.6.16)
It Ja 7t Jc
It now follows (appendix 8.2.1) that
1 fCn 1 re \ K X ~  a ) i c ~  x ) \
P2 (t) = . =  <  I      r(x)dx  > (4.6.17)
y / ( t - a ) ( e - t )  \  * x ~ t  J
where
rb
C0 = - J  P2 (t)dt (4.6.18)
and
r(x) =  2(<r +  P2 (x)) — — f  Q ^ - d s  (4.6.19)
1T Jc S  —  X
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Now
1 f e \ / { z - a ) ( c - x )
-  [ C -------- --------r(x)dx7T Ja X - t  V '
2 fc y / { x - a ) { c - x )
= w J .  r r t------
_ — ) ( « - « ) !
n  Ja x  —  t  7T Je S  —  X
=  A(*) -  AW . say
and
4 ( l )  _  i  r m i r v E M z l L M .
IT Jc S  —  t  TT Ja X  —  t
_  1 1 z f l j s j ,
n Jc s — t n Ja x  — s
or, by virtue of (8.2.3)
° o . i r b >/(a -«)(«-«) ^
A s(i)  =  - —  +  Z  ---------------------- i* 2 ( « )d s7T 7T Jc S — t
then, from (4.6.15) and (8.2.4)
t f±\ - C o  , &21Q1 + &23Q3, \% ( *  l c  ~
w  = — + — 5 ;— (c - 0) ( 1 _ v r ^ J
Also, from (4.6.1) and (8.2.3)
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Thus, combining (4.6.20), (4.6.21) and (4.6.15) we see that
P2 (t) =
2a(a + c -  2t) + 2 Q2(a + c -  21 ) 2 — Q2(c — a)
(4.6.22)
2^22 ' y j ( c - t ) ( t - a )
Now (4.6.22) and (4.6.11) may be combined and summarized by
+  f a Q i  +  fo & K 6 -* )* ,  i e ( o , 6)
2622 y  (6  — t)(t — a)
Therefore, substituting (4.6.23) into (4.6.7) and using (8.2.2), (8.2.3) we
find that
a 2 2 ix u 0) =  - o -  Q2(a + c -  2xi)
(4.6.23)
-  H[(xx -  b)(xx -  a)]sgn(o -  xx)
\b2XQx +  b2zQz]{c — a)‘ 
4&22\/(®i — 6)(xi — a)
+ H\{x 1 -  c)(xi -  o)]sgn(o -  xi) { 2Q2\](x i -  c)(xi -  a)
(4.6.24)
which together with the last part of condition 3 yields the expression
(4.6.25)
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for the determination of c.
By virtue of (4.6.12), (4.6.24) and the definitions (4.5.1)-(4.5.4) of the 
stress intensity factors we now discover that
, 2b2jQj ( c - a \ z ! 2 b2iQi + b2 3Q3 ( c  - a \ 2 / 2
k M  = ~ h T  r r v ---------- s —  \ ~ )
ki{b) .
(4.6.26)
M « )  =  . M ‘) =  - O i
*/«(«) =  Qs =  - « » ( ^ )  { r r a
Lastly we observe that
M x ifc i i0)! =  H\(b -  x i ) ( x i - a ^ j P j i x i )
= _ g i ( '= - ^ ) ( ^ - « ) ] { 2 g t2 ;(a + c _ 2 li)
2 y/{c - Xl ) ( * , - « ) '
+  2̂j<?y[(c -  a)2 -  8(c -  si) (zi -  a)]} (4.6.27)
and hence from (4.6.25), (8.2.7), (8.2.8) that the crack opening displace­
ment is given by
[u |(z i,0 ] =  -4ab 22H\{c -  x l)(xi -  a)]y  -_ X^  y / { e -  x 1) (x 1 -  a) (4.6.28)
lc a)
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4 .7  P artia l C losure (On T he Left)
If condition (4.5.10) fails to hold and gljReFa < 0 the contact zone is an 
interval of the type a < x\ < c < b. An analysis similar to that presented 
in section 6 shows that the edge of the contact zone is given by
‘ = 6+f ^
the crack opening displacement by
[« ,(* !,Oj =  -Aab 2 2H[{b -  xi)(xi -  c ) ] ^ — Y \ / ( b - x i) ( xi ~ c) (4.7.2)( 6 - c )
and the stress intensity factors by
. / \ b2iQi + bzsQz ( b — c 2
ki(a) =  -----
»22 b — a
fc — h iQ i +  hsQs ( b ~ c \ 2 f  2 2b2j Q - !v i ( b - c Y
»22 \  2 Jb22 V 2  J V b — o, b2
(4.7.3)
*" = 0i (Vs) ’ *"(6) ~  ~ Q l  (V5) b — a
k m  = « » ( V )  { r r *  ’ k m ( b )  =  ~ Qs (:V )  ;
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Chapter 5
The D isturbance of a Uniform  
H eat Flow by Two Line 
Cracks in an Infinite 
A nisotropic Therm oelastic 
Solid
5.1 Introduction
The crack configuration to be considered in this chapter consists of two co- 
linear cracks of equal length in an infinite anisotropic solid. The reference 
axes are set up so tha t the cracks, which are thermally insulated and 
traction free, are given by:
0 < a < |xi| < b  , x2 =  0 , -o o  < xs < oo 
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Under the conditions of generalized plane strain, the thermoelastic field in 
the vicinity of the cracks is determined for the case in which the thermo­
mechanical loading consists of a uniform heat flux:
q° =  (?U°,980)
and a uniaxial tension in the x2-direction:
<722 =  O
Choosing appropriate Fourier type integrals to represent the arbitrary an­
alytic functions which appear in the general solution results in a system 
of singular integral equations. These equations are solved analytically and 
expressions for the stress intensity factors are obtained, along with a con­
dition tha t guarantees their validity, by insuring that each crack remains 
open.
5.2 R eso lu tion  into P roblem s 1 and 2
In the absence of the cracks the thermoelastic field is identical to that of 
Chapter 3.2. The presence of the cracks disturbs this field thereby creating 
a new field which can be written:
F"(xi, x2) =  F °(x i, x 2) +  F p(x i, x 2)
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The stress free movement of the cracks requires that
=  0 |x i |e ( a ,6 )
while the prevention of heat flow across the cracks requires that
02 (* i,0 ) = 0  |x i |e ( a , 6 )
We also require the thermoelastic field, far from the cracks, to be the same 
as the field in the unflawed solid. Hence, recalling the form of F°(xj, x2) 
together with appropriate continuity requirements, we seek a particular 
solution of the equations of generalized plane strain which satisfies the 
following boundary conditions:
(1 ) 0p{xi,X2),a?j ( x i , x 2) ~  0 (r-1) and u£(xi,x2) ~  0 (lnr) 
as r =  \Jx \ +  x \  —> oo.
(2) |of2(x i,°)l = 0 Xi € 1R
(3) K (x i,o ) ]  =  o |*i| e  {a, b)‘
0 « (* i,o+) =  - 6 i2a |*i| £ (a,b)
(4) [02 (* i,0 )l = 0 x\ e  1R
(5) [0p(xi,O)J = 0 |xi| G (a, 6)£
0?(xl 5O+) =  -g ° |*i| e  (a,b)
This problem may be solved by superimposing the solution’s of two com­
ponent problems. In the first the thermal field is completely determined
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by replacing the cracks with a continuous distribution of heat dipoles. 
This leads, however, to an unwanted stress developing upon the cracks. In 
the second problem, which is isothermal, this stress is counter balanced 
by an equal and opposite stress, leaving the cracks stress free, as desired. 
Problems 1 and 2 may thus be stated as follows:
Problem 1 . Find a generalized plane strain solution 01 [x i,x 2),u \(xi ,  x2) of 
the equations of anisotropic linear thermoelasticity in 1R3 subject to the 
bounday conditions:
(1 ) d1 {xu x 2),a}j (x i ,x2) ~  0 (r_1) , t4 (xi,x2) ~  O(lnr) 
as r =  yjx\  +  x\  —> oo.
(2) [o&(xi,0)] =  0 X\ £  1R
(3) !«*(*!> °)1 = ° £1  € 1R
(4)
0IIo' £1  6 1R
(5) ^ ( x x ,0 )1 = 0 |xi| € (a, b)e
g2(xi,0-t-) =  -q% |xi| € (a, b)
Calculate: ct/2(x i,0±) =  p,(xi).
Problem 2. Find a generalized plane strain solution u*(xi, x2) of the equa­
tions of isothermal anisotropic linear elasticity in 1R3 cut along x 2 = 0, 
a <  |xi| <b, — oo < £ 3  <  oo subject to the boundary conditions:
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(1) ofjixitXi)  ~  0 (r~2 ) ,u l ( x i , x 2) ~  0 ( r -1) as r =  y/a% + x
(2) [0&(xi,O)] =  O zxG]R
(3) [u|(xi,0)]] =  0 |xi| G (a,b)e
a}\ (x i, 0+) =  - S i2a -  Pi(xx) |xx| G (a, b)
5.3 T h e Solution  o f P roblem  1
In the general solution (2.3.1), (2.3.3), (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take
u(z) = +  i*l>[x,y)}
Sj(z) =  Slj fay)  + i V j (x,y)
where
and Kq — i SqK22 
then
_2
0 1 (x i ,x2) =  <f>,v{xi + r0 x 2 , s 0 x2)
S q K 22
q\{x ! , x 2) = - 2 <})>xx{xi + r0x 2 , s 0 x2) 
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Now condition 5* is equivalent to
^(zi'O ] =  G0(zi) =dxi
0o(zi) xi E l  
0 xi e L c
where Lj =  ( - 6 , - a ) ,  L 2 = (a,b), L  — Li  U L 2 and </o( î) 
undetermined function which may be characterized by
0o(zi) =
0oi(zi) x i  & L i  
002(^1) £ l 2
and which satisfies the condition
f  g0 (t)dt = f  sgn(t)</o(0 rfi =  0J L J Jj
Hence, condition 5m is satisfied if
- 2  i
S q K 22




2 f  y/2 n
*dt
where T  1 is the inverse Fourier transform defined by (4.3.9). 
(5.3.8) into (5.3.6) and making use of (8.1.1) reveals that
a 7T JL t
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Therefore, condition 5** is satisfied if go(t) is given by the singular integral 
equation
-  [  ^ - d t  =  - ^ — q\ x x e L  (5.3.10)
7T JL t ~ Xi S0 K22
with subsidiary condition (5.3.7). It now follows (appendix 8.3.1) that
- 2  0sga(() -  (2iT . .
9o(t) -  W ’ - *?— m ~  ( )
where K  = K ( k i) and E = E(k i) are complete elliptic integrals of the
first and second kinds respectively with parameter ki =  y l  — a2 /b2 and
A(i) =  yj(t2 — a2)(62 — t2) (5.3.12)
The temperature field is now completely determined and, from (5.3.5),
(5.3.8) and (8.1.2), is given by
01 (z> v) = ^ f L (0 tan_1 dt (5.3.13)
where x  =  X\ +  r0 x2 ; y =  -so^*
Repeating steps (3.16) through (3.20) of chapter 4.3, we note that bound­
ary condition 3 is satisifed if
M O  =  —  di tRe(Ft )A0(() (5.3.14)
So/C22
boundary condition 2 is satisfied automatically and
i>°) =  - t ^ _1[sgn(0^i(£) 5 *1] (5.3.15)
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The p,(x) are calculated, indirectly, via
(5.3.16)
substituting (5.3.14), (5.3.8) into (5.3.16) and using (8.1.1), it can be shown 
that
< 4 .,  (*i,0) =  ^ , t Re(Ft ) i  f L f ^ - d t  (5.3.17)
Then, substituting (5.3.11) into (5.3.17) and using (8.3.3) and (8.3.5) re­
veals that
' -*»*{*- S S I  N < *
—2Qj a < |xi| <  b ’ (5.3.18)
+ M  W>»
where
ai2,*i (xi> =  '
Ai(x) =  yj(x2 -a ? ){x2 -  62). (5.3.19)
Integrating (5.3.18), with crl2(—oo,0) =  0, it follows (8.4.14) that
^ [ 1  -  A0(o!, fc1)]sgn(z1) -  2QjXi[l -  |zi| € (0, a)
P j { x i) =  - 2<3,[^r -  |z1|]sgn(x1) |®i| e  (a ,b)
^ [ 1  -  Ao(0, fci)]sgn(zx) -  2C?yz1[l -  y /^ E ^ ]  M  E (6, oo)
(5.3.20)
where Ao is Heuman’s Lambda Function (Byrd and Friedman, [13]) and
*i =  V 1 -
a  =  sin
\
b2 (a? — x2) 
a2(62 — x2)
, 0  =  sin 1 \
z 2 — 62 
z 2 — a2
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Finally, we insure that condition 1 is satisfied. By the same reasoning of 
chapter 4.3, consider, from (5.3.13)
JLgo(t) tan 1 dt
If |x |,|y | > >  |/| then
In which case, by virtue of (5.3.7)
y t
x 2 +  y2
dt
therefore
H X^V) -  f  tg0 (t) logO 7T JL
x 2 + y 2
Also, from (5.3.3), (5.3.8)
However, yo(i) is an odd function, therefore
(5.3.21)
(5.3.22)





[  9 o{t) log 
J  Jj
X +  t
x — t
dt (5.3.25)
by (8.1.4). Now, observe that 1*1 »  1*1
log
x  + t
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Combining (5.3.25), (5.3.26) and recalling </>(0,0) =  0 reveals that
5(^22 1<j>(x, 0) =* £2^22 _  f  tg0 (t) log \x\dt (5.3.27)
4 7T JL
finally, combining (5.3.27) and (5.3.23)
<j>{x,y) ~  f  tg0 (t) log |x2 +  y2\dt (5.3.28)
O 7T JL
Clearly, <l>(x,y) ~  0(log(x2 +  y2)) as x2 +  y2 —»■ oo and condition 1 is 
satisfied.
5.4 T he Solution  o f P rob lem  2
In the general solution (2.3.1), (2.3.3), (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take u(z) =  0 and
S,(z) =  (lj(x,y) +  t Vj(x,y) (5.4.1)
where
then
n ,(z ,y ) =  - ‘llfl 1Aj(Z)e (5.4.2)
(5.4.3)
and condition 2 is satisfied automatically. Now condition 3t is equivalent
to
dx\
I“fc(xi, ,0)1 =  Gk{x i)
y*(xx) xi € L  
0 Xi €  Lc
(5.4.4)
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where the fifjk(xi) are, as yet, undetermined functions, each satisfying the 
condition
Jl  9 k[t)dt =  Jr sgn(t)gk(t)dt =  0 (5.4.5)
Therefore condition 3* is satisfied if
M i )  = (5-4-6)
Repeating steps 4.6 through 4.8 of Chapter 4.4, reveals that
n,•(*.») = ~  j '  (5.4.7)
again, confirming that condition 1 is satisfied.
Now, combining (5.4.3), (5.4.6) and making use of (8.1.1) we see that
=  (5-4-8)
Therefore condition 3tx is satisfied is gr*(i) is given by the singular integral
equation
^ -  [  ~— ~dt = Sj2a  +  pj(x i) xi E L  (5.4.9)
I ' k  j l  t  —  X \
with subsidiary condition (5.4.6). It now follows (8.3.1) that
= - 2 b » w ( t )  f + 1 r (5.4.10)
A (t) [ n Jl x  — t J
where
A(x) =  yj(x2 — a2)(62 — x2) (5.4.11)
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and
-b r 1 r [6 , 2 0  +  py(x)]sgn(x)A(z)
Ci =
J 2 7 r K J L A ( t ) J L  x - t  K 1
Substituting (5.4.10) into (5.4.8), reversing the order of integration and 
using (8.3.3) now reveals that for X\ € Lc
= L  + 1  [ I V + M * )]» p > (* )a (< U  (5 413)
3 Ai(xi) { IT JL t - x  1 J
where
Ai(x) =  yj{x2 — a?)(x2 — b2) (5.4.14)
Before considering the stress intensity factors and crack surface discontinu­
ities it is worth spending some effort upon simplifying expressions (5.4.12),
(5.4.10) and (5.4.13). In each case we begin by recalling the relevant form
(5.3.20) of P j ( x ) .
Separating the integrand into odd and even parts we see that
Ci =
- b  r 1 r
2 n K  J l  A(t) Jl x — tit 3 J l  A(t) 
and then, by virtue of (8.3.4), (8.4.10) and (8.4.11)
Cj = -  (a2 +  b2 )K }  (5.4.15)
2 K
Now consider
+  pj{t)]sgn(t) A(t)=  i  r M w m m  dt  (5 4 16)
n  J l  t —  x
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Using the results (8.3.4), (8.3.6), this may be rewritten as
I{x) = (6j 2<? -  2Qjx) —  x2 ~  sgn(fl2 _  x 2)H((a2 -  x 2){b2 -  x2))Ai(x)
Therefore, regarding the stress intensity factors, we note, via (8.4.12,13), 
that the appropriate limiting values are given by
n ± a )  =  (6s2o=f2Qsa ) ^ ^ ± ^ ^ - { K - E )
(5.4.18)
J (± 6) =  (6 „ o  =F 2Q,4) ±2- j f ( j K ~ bE)
Regarding the crack surface discontinuities, we note, via (8.4.15), that for 
x e L
I{x) = {Sj2a -  2 Qjx) -  x2j
(5.4.19)
where Z(/3,k) is the Jacobian Zeta function with k 2 =  1 — a2 /b2 and
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5.5 T he S tress Intensity  Factors and Crack  
Surface D iscontinu ities
The mode I, II and III stress intensity factors at the crack tips are given 
respectively by
fc/(±a) =  S2(=ta), fcj/(±a) =  E i(± a), fc/j/(±a) =  £^ (± 0 ) (5.5.1) 
fc/(±6) =  E j(±6), lb//(±6) =  Ej(±6), km {±b) = £ 3(±&) (5.5.2)
where
Ey(a) =  ^lim ^(a^-Xx)<T?2(xi,0) (5.5.3)
Ey(—a) =   ̂ Km \ j 2 {xi +  a)er22 (xi,0) (5.5.4)
Ey(6) =  lim \ j 2 {x\ -  b)a2j2 (xu 0 ) (5.5.5)*1“►&+ 1
and Sy(—b) =  lim \ /2(—b -  xx)a?2(xi,0) (5.5.6)
Z\ —>—6—
(y =  1, 2, 3).
Therefore, by virtue of (5.4.13,15, 18), we discover that
Ey(±o) =
a 6j 2 [b2E  -  a2K\  =p aQ,[262ig -  (a2 + b2)K]
(5.5.7)
Kyfa{b2 -  a2)
and
Ey(±6) =
<j6j 2 [b2K  -  b2E } ±  bQj[2b2E  -  (a2 +  b2 )K]
(5.5.8)
Ky/b{b2 -  a2)
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which yields
ki(±a) _ °\
kt {±b) _ CTI
k n ( ± a ) =  T
kn (±b) =  ±
kiu{±a) =  T
kiu{±b) =  ±
Kyja(b2 — a2) 
\b2K  -  b2E ] ±  bQ2 [2 b2E  -  
i*y&(&2 -  a2) 
aQ1[262,g -  (a2 +  62)if] 
Kyja(b2 — a2) 
6Qx[262.g -  (a2 +  62)-fr] 
Kyjb(b2 — a2) 
aQz[2b2E -  (a2 +  62)ff] 
Kyja(b2 — a2)
Ky/b{b2 -  a2)
Now, from (5.4.4), we have that
lu£(zi,0)] =  /  </*(*)<& x i G L  
•/ —6
Therefore, from (5.4.10,15,19) we see that
[« |(x i,0 )l =  -2 b kj[6j2 oh(xi)  - 2 Q j ( I 2 (xi) -  Js(*i))]
where
h  M  =  ^ n (x )y _ t g A (()  dt
r 1 /•* |t|(a2 +  ft2 -  2t2) 1
/2<l) =  t L  AW * = 5 ® g n W A (x )
v ■ 1*1 [ - * * # + 0:1 +  -  ‘2 -  *)]
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Integrals Ii(x) and h(x)  appear in the appendix; see (8.4.16) and (8.4.17), 
respectively.
Therefore
[“ *(*1.0)1 =  MkjQj{2bxxZ{x,k)  -  A (z!)sgn(xi}
-  2obbk2 Z (x ,k )  (5.5.14)
where
. _ x  /&2 -* 2  
x =  sin
In contrast to the isotropic case [14], we observe that the heat flux q° 
produces opening mode stress intensity factors ki(±a),  kj(±b),  and tearing 
mode stress intensity factors km (± a ) ,  km(±b)  as well as sliding mode 
stress intensity factors kjj(±a)  and fc//(±6). It has the effect of decreasing 
these quantities at one tip of each crack and increasing them at the other. 
If a  is small enough, and in particular if it is zero, the mode I stress 
intensity factors change sign from one tip to the other thereby indicating 
the possibility of crack closure. In order to ensure the validity of the above 
solution therefore, we require that JuK^i, 0 )] > 0 for all x\  G L. Since 
622 <  0 (Clements [5]) this leads to the condition
x€L }a > max. j — -̂v(x) ) (5.5.15)
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where
i , „ \/(&j -* ')(**-< ■ *) ,
v i x )  =  2 x  b z w M  sen (x )
A numerical investigation reveals that v(x) is odd and monotone increasing 
on L.  In addition, we discover that |v(o)| <  \v(b)\, which enables us to 
rewrite (5.5.15) in the simpler form.
^  |g2°Re(F2)l \  (a2 +  b2) K  — 2b2E \
2sob22^22 [ b[K — E)  J
Finally, it is noted once again that the above condition is identical to 
the one which would result from requiring all four mode I stress intensity 
factors to be positive.
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Chapter 6
The D isturbance o f a Uniform  
H eat Flow by an Infinite 
Array o f Line Cracks in an 
Infinite Anisotropic 
Therm oelastic Solid
6.1 In trodu ction
The crack configuration to be considered in this chapter consists of an 
infinite array of equally spaced co-linear cracks in an infinite anisotropic 
solid. The reference axes are set up so that the cracks, which are thermally 
insulated and traction free, are given by:
\x\ — 2n7r| < a : n E /  , x2 =  0 , —oo < x3 < oo
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Under the conditions of generalized plane strain, the thermoelastic field 
in the vicinity of the cracks is determined for the case in which the ther- 
moemachanical loading consists of a uniform heat flux:
„0 _  r a a „0 \
Q — (9i> (725 93/
and a uniaxial tension in the Z2~direction:
022  =  o
Choosing appropriate Fourier series to represent the arbitrary analytic 
functions which appear in the general solution results in a system of singu­
lar integral equations. These equations are solved analytically and expres­
sions for the stress intensity factors are obtained, along with a condition 
that guarantees their validity, by insuring that each crack remains open.
6.2 R esolutions into P roblem s 1 and 2
The geometry of the crack configuration dictates that the field must be 
periodic, with period 2ir. That is
F (z i, z2) =  F (x i +  2n7r,z2) : n G J
Therefore, in the absence of the cracks the thermoelastic field should also 
exhibit this periodic behavior. A uniform heat flux, however, can only
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be produced by a linear temperature field, indicating that 0° =  0 °(x2). 
Similarly, the equations (2.2.7) indicate that the displacement field must 
also be a function of x2, only. Hence the thermoelastic field in the unflawed 
solid is identical to that of Chapter 3.3. The presence of the cracks disturbs 
this field thereby creating a new field which can be written:
F n(x i,x 2) =  F °(x2) +  F p(x1, x2)
Due to the periodic nature of the field, we may limit our study to the 
single crack in the region —n < xi < ir. The stress free movement of the 
crack requires that
= 0 lxi| < a
while the prevention of heat flow across the crack requires that
9 2 (x i,0 ) = 0  |® i |< a
We also require the thermoelastic field, far from the crack, to be the same 
as the field in the unflawed solid. Unlike the preceeding problems, we find 
that the infinite array of heat dipole distributions causes the temperature 
(in problem 1) to be constant, for x% large. Note, however, that this will 
not adversely alter the field in the unflawed solid because do in (3.3.8) is 
arbitrary. Hence, recalling the form of F °(x i), together with appropriate
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continuity requirements, we seek a  particular solution of the equations of 
generalized plane strain which satisfies the following boundary conditions:
(1 ) 6p(xu x2) i ô j (xu x2) ~  0 (1 ) and upk(xu x2) ~  0 (x2)
as x2 —*• oo
(2) 0p(—n+,x 2) = 0p(ir~,x2) x 2 € JR.
upk( - n +,x 2) = u*(7r- ,x 2) x2 E 1R
(3) |<^2(x i,° l =  0 |* i|< * r
(4) [ut(xx,0)]] =  0 a < |xi| <  7T
^ 2 (a;i>0+) =  S f l O  |Xj_| < o,
(5)l92(® i,0 )]= 0  |* i |< w
(6 ) [flp(x i,0 )] = 0  a < |xi| <  7r
q?(xi,0 +) =  - q l  |xx| < a
This problem may be solved by superimposing the solution’s of two com­
ponent problems. In the first the thermal field is completely determined 
by replacing the crack with a continuous distribution of heat dipoles. This 
leads, however, to an unwanted stress developing upon the crack. In the 
second problem, which is isothermal, this stress is counter balanced by an 
equal and opposite stress, leaving the crack stress free, as desired. Prob­
lems 1 and 2  may thus be stated as follows:
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Problem 1. Find a generalized plane strain solution d1(x i ,x 2), u \ (x i, x 2) of 
the equations of anisotropic linear thermoelasticity in the region |xi| <  n 
subject to the boundary conditions:
(1) S1(xl i x2),a}j (xu x2) ~  0 (1 ) , u\{xu x 2) ~  0{x2)
as x2 —> oo
(2) uj[(-9r+,x 2) =  it*(7T—,*2) i 2 6 E
0 1 ( - 7 r + ,a :2) =  x 2 G R
(3) K * (xi»°)l = 0  k i | < ^
(4) 0)]] =  0 | * i | < *
(5) [fla(*i,0)l = 0  |xii<7T
( 6 )  = 0  a  <  |® i| <  t t
q2(xi,0+) =  - q 2\xx\ < a
Calculate: ct/2(x i, 0+) =  p,(xi)
Problem 2. Find a generalized plane strain solution u\{x  1, x2) of the equa­
tions of isothermal anisotropic linear elasticity in [n̂ xl < 7r cut along 
x 2 =  0, |xi| <  o, — 0 0  <  £ 3  <  0 0  subject to the boundary conditions:
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(1 ) ~  0 (x21) , u l (x i , x 2) ~  0 (1 )
as i 2 -+oo
(2 ) u*(—tt"1" ,^ )  =  x2 £ ^
(3) [a?2(xi,0)]| = 0  | x i |< 7r
(4) [«!(*!, 0 )1 = 0  o < |* i |<
0 j2{xi,O+) = S j2a -  Pj{xx) Ixil <  a
6.3  T he Solution  o f  P roblem  1
In the general solution (2.3.1), (2.3.3), (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take
u(z) = KQX{<l>{x,y) +  t'0 (x,y)}
and
Sj(z) = Clj(x,y) +  t^ (x ,y )
where
n=-oonjtO
n t { x ,y )  = t f y +  E  
and /Go =  t sqk22 then
n=—oo n̂fcO
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qUzuXi) =  2 j r  \n\E%e~^einz (6.3.6)
n=—oo n̂ O
where x = xi + \ 0x2 , y = s0x 2
Therefore boundary conditions 1, 2 ii and 5 are satisfied automatically. 
Now, condition 6 i is equivalent to
jto(zi) |a:i| <  a
0  a < |xi| <  7r
dxi
where <fa(£i) is an, as yet, undetermined function satisfying the condition
[  go{t)dt =  0 (6.3.7)
J—a
Hence, condition 6 i is satisfied if




=  <6 -3 -8)Ot Tl 7T J-a
Substituting (6.3.8) into (6.3.6) reveals that
therefore, via (8.1.7)
02 (xi> °) =  “^ j r  J_a 0 o(Ocot dt (6.3.9)
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Now, the trigonometric identity
(  x  —1\ ( x \  sec2(x /2 ) . .
C°* ( “ 2 " )  =  "'*“  ( i )  +  tan (* /2 ) -  tan(£/2 ) (6'310)
and condition (6.3.7) can be combined, revealing that
( f )  £ ,  ta n ( t/2 )i - L f c M *  (6-311)
Therefore condition 6 ii is satisfied if g0 (t) is given by the singular integral
equation
\ c o s ! ( l / 2 )  w  <  “  ( 6 -3 -1 2 )
Introducing the change of variables r  =  tan(£/2 ) ; £ =  tan(x/2) enables
us to rewrite (6.3.12) and (6.3.7) in the form
/  ~ \ dr = 7 ^ 2  TH T? ^ < £ * (6.3.13)J-a T — C S0/C22 C + 1
and
f  h0(r)dT =  0 (6.3.14)«/—a
where
, . . 2 o0(2 tan *(r)) . . .
=    ’ a  =  t a n (a / 2)
From (8.2.1), (8.2.6) we now see that
4q% T V&2 +  1ho(r) =
S0 K22 A(r) r 2 +  1 
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where
A(r) =  yjc? — t 2 
or, in terms of the original variables
where
A (t) =  ^/t an2 (o/2) — tan2(t/2) (6.3.16)
Note that <70 (0 is an odd function and, from (6.3.8)
E°  =  i?°n =  5q/C22-  f  g0(t)sin(ni)dt  (6.3.17)
4n 7r Jo
Hence, the temperature field is completely determined and from (6.3.5), 
(6.3.17) is given by




J { z , y )  =  ^ t a n  1 eM — cos(x) 
comes from using the appendix result (8.1.9).
(6.3.19)
Repeating steps (4.3.16) through (4.3.20) of chapter 4.3, we note that 
condition 4 is satisfied if
E nj = — djkRe{Fk)E°n (6.3.20)
50̂ 22
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boundary conditions 2i and 3 are satisfied automatically and
OO
°) =  “ 4  X) E *i sin(n xi) (6.3.21)
n=l
Then, combining (6.3.21), (6.3.17) and (6.3.20) we find that
a j2( * „ 0 ) =  ±  ^ ( n s O s i n M a  (eA JJ)
7T Jo n=1 n
or, via (8 .1 .8 )
1 f a lSin 1 9 J Iojt (xu 0) = djkRe(Fk)—  /  log  j -  Z- -/ A go(t)dt (6.3.23)
‘sin ( ^ - ^ )  '
The p,-(x) are calculated, indirectly, via
^ • [ o j a f a ,  0 )] =  dikRe(Fk^  J0 [cot ( ~ ^ ~ )  ”  cot (~^2 ~ ) ]  9° ® dt
(6.3.24)
which, recalling (6.3.15), may be written as
^  r i f  rt\i /-k f a sec2 ( t/2 )sin 2 (t) .
— [„„(*„<»] =  < 2 ,'S ec(-)-/o A (0(cos<_ cosa;i)^  (6-3.25)
where Q,- is given by (4.3.24).
Introducing the change of variables T  = cos(f) ; f  =  cos(ri) enables us 
to rewrite (6.3.25) as
d  r i , u ^  2 /-i l l  — T  dT  
^ [ ^ , 0  ) ] . 0 , _ / ^ _ _  (6.3.26)
where a  =  cos (a)
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Now, using appendix result (8.2.5) and reverting back to the original vari­
ables, we see that
k j 2(* i , 0 )] =  2  Qj
- 1
- 1  +
xi < a
/ 1  — COS X i  . .
\  n -----------  « <  * 1  <7TV cos (a) — cosxx
Therefore, since from (6.3.21) ct)2(0 , 0 ) =  0, we find that
(6.3.27)
Pi(x) = - 2 QiX |x| < a (6.3.28)
6.4 T he Solution  of P roblem  2
In the general solution (2.3.1), (2.3.3), (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take w(z) =  0 and
Sj(z) =  fiy(x,y) +  t ^ j [ x , y ) (6.4.1)
where
2  „  fl=—OOn̂ O
then
0 j 2{xuO) = i £  sgn{n)Enjeinxi (6.4.3)
n=—oo n̂ O
and boundary conditions 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied automatically. Now con­
dition 4i is equivalent to
dx\
9k(xi) |xi| < a
0 a < |xi| < 7r
(6.4.4)
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where the srjt(xi)’s are, as yet, undetermined functions, each satisfying the 
condition
f  9k( t )d t  =  0 (6.4.5)
J—a
Therefore boundary condition 4i is satisfied if
- b k j  £  En,ein* =  Gk(x) | x | < t t
n=—oo n̂ O
or equivalently, if
Enj = J   ̂gk(t)e~tntdt (6.4.6)
Now, combining (6.4.3) and (6.4.6) and making use of (8.1.7) we see that
o%{xu 0) = ^  J_a 9 k{t) cot dt (6-4-7)
Therefore boundary condition 4ii is satisfied if gk{t) is given by the singular 
integral equation
2? La 9k̂ COt (~2"~) dt = ~6j2<J ~ Pî  ^ < a 6̂'4-8̂
with subsidiary condition (6.4.5).
The same process that took us from (3.9) to (3.16) in the previous section 
may be followed again, revealing that the solution of equation (6.4.8) is 
given by
.  m  _  bkjsec2( t / 2 )  1 /•»  A (y)[6j2a  +  P j { y ) ] dy
9k{)  2 A (t) ir J—a tan (y /2 ) — ta n ( t/2 ) 1 j
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where
A(t) =  ^tan2(a/2) — tan2(i/2) (6.4.10)
Therefore, substituting (6.4.9) into (6.4.7), switching the order of integra­
tion and making use of (8 .2 .2 ) we see that for a <  |xi| <  n
6.5 T he Stress In tensity  Factors and Crack  
Surface D iscontinuities
The mode I, II and III stress intensity factors are again defined by (4.5.1.) 
- (4.5.4), with a replaced by —a, b replaced by a.
Thus, from (6.3.28) and (6.4.11), we find that
2 , . ~sgn(zi)sec2(^-) 1 r° A {y)[6j2o  +  py(y)j
M  l ’ } 2 A 1(z1) 7T J-a tan (y /2 ) -  tan(xx/ 2 )/. dy (6.4.11)
where
(6.4.12)
=  - 7 = = - /  K(a,y)[6j2(r+ 2Qjy\dy (6.5.1) 
ysin at r J-a
/4 — ~  [  K{a,y)[6j2o  -  2Q j  y\dy (6.5.2) 
Vsm a t r J-a
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where
K{a,y) = tan(f) +  tan(^) 
tan(f) -  tan(^)
(6.5.3)
which yields
k l(°) =  /-a  K{a,y)[a -  2 Q2y]dy
k n { - a )  = -22±±f°aK{a ,y )ydy  k„{a) = £ aK{a,y)ydy
k n i { -a )  = y ) y dV km {a) = ^ g |  J  J fa K{a, y)y dy
(6.5.4)
We now focus attention upon obtaining a condition that will guarantee 
the validity of the above expressions.
In both of the previous chapters we were able to obtain closed form ex­
pressions for [uKzi, 0)]. In this chapter a slightly different approach will
be taken. Due to the nature of the applied stress it is reasonable to assume
th at the entire crack will remain fully open, provided it is open at both 
ends. Consequently, we need only consider the following quantities:
St =  sgn lim + Iu£(zi, 0 ) J j (6.5.5)
Sr =  sgn ^ lim _ [u£(zi, 0 )] J (6.5.6)
First, from (6.4.4), we recall that
ttu2(xi,0 )l =  [  9i{t)dt (6.5.7)
J-a
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Then substituting (6.4.9) into the above expression and introducing the 
change of variables T  = ta n ( t/2 ), Y  = tan(y/2), a  = tan(a/2) we find, 
upon taking the appropriate limits, that
St =  sgn |  £ \j ^ r y 2 1+  1F,[2tan-1(-y )W y  |  (6.5.8)
Sr = sgn 1 ^ ^ y ; X+  |  (6.5.9)
where
Pziy) =  —2b22a  +  4b2jQj y (6.5.10)
which, by virtue of (4.3.24), may be written as
JMtf) =  -2 b 22a
\  +  qg R e ( i ^ - 
Sq^22^22^
Y  Y 2 + 1
and
(6.5.11)
Noting that 622 <  0 (Clements[5]) we now discover that
St =  sgn { h - P h }  (6.5.12)
Sr — sgn{/i +  (3I2} (6.5.13)
where
a  + Y  1 —ai  
1
i (v l
d Y  (6.5.15)
f a 
'* “  L V a -  Y  Y 2 + l  <6-5-14)
I a  + Y  tan~1(y)
2?°Re(F2)
0  =  —2? . .  (6.5.16)
SqK22^22^
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"  > * h  ( 5'X ’
11 may be evaluated exactly; we find that
h  =  7 = =  (6.5.18)
V a +  1
12 may be accurately approximated using the software package QUAD- 
PACK [2 1 ]. A plot of how I 2 / I 1 varies with the crack tip location, a, is
shown in Figure 2. Note also that condition (6.5.17) is identical to the one
th a t would result from requiring fcj(—a), fcj(a) > 0 .
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Chapter 7




The final crack configuration to be considered is that of a  single crack in 
a semi-infinite anisotropic solid. The reference axes are set up so that the 
crack, which is subjected to a prescribed mechanical loading, is given by:
0 < a < x i < 6  , x2 =  0  > ~<x> < X3 <  oo
while the solid occupies the region x\  > 0 . Note that the case when the 
crack occurs at the edge will also be considered.
Under the (isothermal) conditions of generalized plane strain, the elastic 
field in the vicinity of the crack is determined, numerically, for certain
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selected pressures:
er2,(* i,0) =  —p,-(*i,0)
Choosinig appropriate Fourier type integrals to represent the arbitrary 
analytic functions which appear in the general solutions of Chapters 2.3 
and 2.4, results in a set of triple integral equations, in the case of an 
internal crack and a double set for the edge crack case. Both these sets 
of equations may be solved numerically and approximations for the stress 
intensity factors may be obtained.
7.2 S tatem en t o f th e P roblem
Find a generalized plane strain solution u*(xi, x2) of the equations of 
isothermal anisotropic linear elasticity in the region x\  >  0  cut along 
x-i — 0 , — 0 0  < x3 < 0 0 , 0  <  a < Xi < b subject to the following boundary 
conditions:
(1) u*(xi,x2) 0  as y x \  +  x%
(2 ) tfi*(0 ,x 2) = 0 x2 e  JR.
(3) f a i  (* i,0 )] =  0 X l > 0
(4) [«*(*!, 0 )1  = 0 X i>  b
®2j (*lj 0) =  ~ P j { x  1) x i  6  (a, b)
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The case of an edge crack may be labeled case(i), in which case a =  0, and 





The case of an internal crack may be labeled case(ii), in which case a >  0, 
and we impose the additional condition
7.3 T he Solution  o f th e  P roblem
In the general solution (2.3.16), (2.3.17) take w(z) — 0 and
S,(») =  ± l - i =  / “  (7.3.1)
where we choose +  for x2 >  0  and -  for x 2 < 0 .
In the general solution (2.4.4) and (2.4.5) take
gi W  = i ' ^ J 0 (7.3.2)
then
S3 M  =  j H  (7-3-3)
and
»; W  =  j T  # j(n ) .- , *<fcl (7.3.4)
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Therefore, from (2.3.17), (2.4.6) and (2.4.8)
ai l (0 ,x 2) =  - R e j ^ ^  ^j(ri)e~tr,Xidri
-  £  r a L j 2 a M c k ] J l  J q ° °  $*(0e,€To|l2|d e | (7.3.5)
j2  f°°
=  '&j {ri)cos(rix2)dT}
V JT JO
+ ^ ^ ° ° R e | i : ^ ^ 2 aMafce‘^ l Ial | $ fc(0 d e  (7.3.6)
Noting that Re{—t£ra} =  £sa >  0 permits us to make use of (8.1.3), 
revealing that boundary condition 2  is satisfied if
1 fOO ss Lj2aM ak 2 C « -  Lj2aM ak- Z “v 2 -  ¥ * 1  v 2 -
(7.3.7)
Now, from (2.3.18) and (2.4.4)
ut (z„0*) =  2Re (*,) +  £  A ^ M ^ g f  J  (7.3.8)
Therefore
[u*(xi,0j =  ~ 2bk j ^ J o ^ 1̂ j { 0 cos{^x  i)d£ (7.3.9)
where, again, bkj =  lmf-Bjy] and djk =  [fy*]-1. Now, from (2.3.19) and 
(2.4.5)
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a2,{xu  0±) =  2Re { ^ ( x O  + * E  |  (7.3.10)
~V f  $ i'(0 cos( ^ i ) ^7T Jo
I poo 3 g-ir/ii/ra _    e»r?*i/Ta'J  />00 ” e ~ ,T>x  1/'“     g '( l/ a
+  7== I  y !  L jZ a M a ie  h L j 2 a ^ a k  Z
\ / 2 n  Jo Ta Ta
V k{ri)dr}
(7.3.11)
Therefore boundary condition 3 is satisfied automatically while boundary 
condition 4 is satisfied.
In case i if 
—2b, (£) cos(£xi)d£ =  0  x \ > b (7.3.12)
(f) c o s^ x ^ d fv fr* -  _
^ | j f " R e  Y , L naM . „ r ^ e - ^ ' l r‘ ^k{n)dv =  Pj{xi) x i e  (o, 6)
(7.3.13)
and
lim 26fc; y  — f  $,(£) s in ^ x ^ d f  =  0 (7.3.14)
*i-»o  y 7r yo
while
In case ii if
- 2 b k i \ l ~  jQ £ *$,(£) cos(£xx)d£ =  0 X! 6  (a, 6)c (7.3.15)
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and
i / ! f  $ i ( 0  cos(^xx)d$
-  \ J l  1 “ «• [E r „ - V * " " . Vk{v)dri =  pj(xi) xi 6 (a, 6)
(7.3.16)
Now let
*i(« =^ r S § sin(et)* (7-3-17)
where
A(t) =  y/(t -  a ) ( b - t ) (7.3.18)
and <7*(t)’s are, as yet, undetermined functions.




I A / \ * ^  A
l a  A tl  ( )
a < X t < b
(7.3.19)
/*! A(t)
0  %i> b
Therefore, in case i, conditions (7.3.12) and (7.3.14) are satisfied if
9k{0) = 0 (7.3.20)
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While, in case ii, condition (7.3.15) is satisfied if
/: gfc(*) A {t) dt = 0 (7.3.21)
We now focus our attention on the various components that appear in 
expression (7.3.11).
First, recalling (7.3.17), we see that
h j { x  i) (£) cos(£xi )d£
1 [ h g*(*) ^  f 00 sin(^xi) sin(ft)
“  di t* L  '  " ' d (d ti
or, via (8.1.4)
r-(z) =  djk-  f
7T Ja
1 f b 9k{t) t :dt
l  A ( t )  t 2 — X2 
Secondly, substituting (7.3.17) into (7.3.7), reveals that
(7.3.22)
1 r b
= £ /  7T Ja Re
[ 2  f°° i f  
Lj2aM aky - J o —--- — r i sin (ft)d f
a—I
d u ^ r l d t
M*)
(7.3.23)
Therefore, noting that Re ( )  =  -p-% > 0 permits us to make use of
vt r« / \Ta \
(8.1.5) and we discover that
*,(>?) = ^  [  Re [;C
dk‘m dt < 7 '3 '2 4 )
Finally, substituting (7.3.24) into the second integral of expression (7.3.11), 
we see th a t
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‘e T°r
= 7 r /  Jo F^ r , ,X u t^d rid rt^ § \ d t (7.3.25)




l^ fa ,*!,*) =  Re h r  Lj2aM akT-xe~ir,XllTa
V k{ri)dri
La=l
3 — it j t
Re Y  Lk2pMpri e rn 
l/J=i
(7.3.26)
Some algebra, coupled with the fact that
Li2jMjk =  6ik (7.3.27)
enables us to rewrite the above expression as
*Vr(i(.*!,«) =  I  ( E
4 la=l 
tt=l
■ / x i  * \3 _ _  IT] I =---------
+  Y  L i f M akLkVMPrtr?e  Vr « T (7.3.28)
or,0 = 1
• ( Xl f \ )3 _    - i n  I —  — I
u L u n a M  oA t . 1 V “y~! LjiaMak k2p PriTa e
a,p=l
Noting that the real parts of each of the four exponential terms are nega­
tive, we find that
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t°° i  r » i
yo Fj r{Vi t ' j dr j  =  ~ | y ^ Lj2aM ar-̂ —̂-
X i
3 _    J  3 _  ___
+  y :  Lj2aM ar—  (- ^ 2  Lj2aMakLkipMpr _ *
a=l f + Xl a, 0=1 T»t ~
+ Lj2aMakL);2i)Mpr—  —




which, again using (7.3.27), may be written as
too 1
j o Fjr{tit x u t)dn = -
26,
t + x  1
•f 2Re T  T 7   Zfiy~! Lj2aMakLk20Mpr — 7
a,0=1 T«*
Substituting (7.3.30) into (7.3.25) it now follows that
-
(7.3.30)
1 r*> T 26-
^ ( * 0  =  4 - J a \ r r r  + *Kir{t,*x)I t +  Xi d'i m
(7.3.31)
where
Kjr(t, x'i) =  Re £  Lj2aM akLk20MPr—
a,0=1 ~  TPx i
(7.3.32)
Therefore, combining (7.3.22) and (7.3.31), condition (7.3.16) may be 
rewritten in the form
t J  \ r v ~ K ^ xi )7r Ja 11 — X \
Gk{t) 
A (t)
dt =  p,(xi) xi G (a, 6) (7.3.33)
where
Gk[t) — - d ktgi[t)
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Now, since du  is non-singular, the corresponding subsidiary conditions 
may be written in the form
C?fc (0) =  0 A; =  1,2,3 (case i) (7.3.34)
f ! l ^ i ) dt = 0 A; =  1,2,3 (case ii) (7.3.35)
7.4 The S tress In tensity  Factors
The mode I, II, and III stress intensity factors are again defined by (4.5.1)-
(4.5.4). Now, utilizing the alternative method of determining the stress
intensity factors (Appendix 8.5) it follows that
(°) = - \ \ j  iz ~ a  <***»*(«) =  P-4-1)
S' (6> =  <7-4'2)
The quantities Gy (a) and Gy (6) may be approximated by numerically solv­
ing equation (7.3.33), along with the appropriate subsidiary condition. For 
demonstrative purposes, we may consider a crack in
(a) a transversely isotropic crystal of zinc and
(b) a unidirectional fiber-reinforced carbon/epoxy composite
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with, for each material, an applied tensile loading P j { x )  =  Sj^p0. Before 
progressing with a numerical investigation it is worth spending some effort 
upon reducing the number of parameters.
Introducing the change of variables
. r - t  (7.4.3)
in equation (7.3.33) results in the revised equation
7 ( § d ( = 1 ' r e ( a , 1 )  ’ y = 1 , 2 , 3  (7aa}
where
A ( 0  =  \ / ( £ - « ) ( i  -  0  . «  =  £ (7-4-5)
and
# » («  =  P-4.6)
In case i a  =  0  and the subsidiary conditions assume the revised form:
i7jfc(0)=0 , A; =  1,2,3 (7.4.7)
Therefore the stress intensity factors may be non-dimensionalized via:
%@- = y/2Rj(l)  , k0 = Vba° (7.4.8)Kq
While, in case ii the subsidiary conditions assume the form:
, * =  1,2,3 (7.4.9)
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and the stress intensity factors may be non-dimensionalized via:
Sj(«)




In order to guage the effects of the anisotropy the stress intensity factors 
may be computed for different orientations of the grain/fibers. If the fibers 
run parallel to the Xj-axis, the non-zero components of the elastic stiffness 
tensor assume the form:
C l l l l  —  C  > C 2 2 2 2  —  ^ 3 3 3 3  —  A s C l l 2 2  —  C l  1 3 3  —  F
C 2 2 3 3  =  N  ,  C 1 2 1 2  =  C 1 3 1 3  =  L  , C 2 3 2 3  =  ~(-A — N)
( 7 . 4 . 1 1 )
Hence, if the material is (positively) rotated through an angle of ff2 degrees 
about the x 2-axis, followed by a similar rotation, of 03, about the X3-axis 
then the constants will be transformed via:
-klcfJ- =  aipajqakraucpq ( 7 . 4 . 1 2 )
where
cos(03) cos(62) — sin(03) cos(0 3) sin(0 2) 
sin(03) cos(0 2) cos (03) sin(03) sin(0 2)
-  sin(0 2) 0  cos(0 2)
( 7 . 4 . 1 3 )
1 0 4
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Once the material properties are known, (7.4.4.) may be solved by the 
numerical method described in Chapter 8 .6 . For the case of zinc the ma­
terial constants may be borrowed from Atkinson and Clements [22]. That 
is:
C =  6 . 2  , A =  16.5 , F  =  5.0 , N  =  3.1 and L  =  3.92 
where, upon multiplication by 1 0 11, the units for the constants are dynes/cm2.
For the case of a carbon/epoxy composite the material constants may 
be calculated via Hahn’s formulae (2.5.15). The necessary data may be 
borrowed from Ashton, Halpin and Petit [23]. That is, for carbon:
E\x — 40 x 106psi , E 22 =  1.5 x 106psi , Gu  =  4 x  106psi and Uu =  .2
while, for epoxy:
E u  = E 22 =  .5 X 106psi , G u  =  .185 x 106psi and u 12 =  .35
Assuming the carbon fibers run parallel to the xx-axis and account for 80% 
of the material it may be shown that:
C = 3.26 , A  =  .324 , F  = .1 0 1  , N  =  .115 and L  =  .118
where, upon multiplication by 1 0 6, the units for the constants are psi.
In case (a), where the effects of the anistropy are limited, the stress in­
tensity factors are listed in Table 1. In case (b), where they are much
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more pronounced, the stress intensity factors are illustrated graphically 
in Figures 3 through 9. In each case an edge crack was considered with 
incremental fiber rotations of the form:
(0 2 , 03) =  ^ ( m7r»n7r) > {m,n = 1 , 2 , 3 , 1 2 )
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k|/k0 kn/k0 kUI/k0
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . OOOE + OO  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . OOOE + OO  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . OOOE + OO  
0 . OOOE + OO  
0 . O O O E + O O
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 8 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2  6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 8 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 8 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 5 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1
0 . 1 7 1 E - 1 6  
- . 2 2 6 E - 0 1  
- . 4 3 8 E - 0 1  
- . 6 2 8 E - 0 1  
7 9 3 E - 0 1  
9 3 4 E - 0 1  
- . 1 0 4 E + 0 0  
1 1 0 E + 0 0  
1 0 6 E + 0 0  
- . 9 2 8 E - 0 1  
6 8 7 E - 0 1  
3 6 6 E - 0 1  
- . 1 1 4 E - 1 5
3 0 4 E - 1 6  
2 1 7 E - 0 1  
- . 4 1 9 E - 0 1  
6 0 0 E - 0 1  
- . 7 5 6 E - 0 1  
- . 8 9 0 E - 0 1  
- . 9 9 2 E - 0 1  
1 0 4 E + 0 0  
1 0 1 E + 0 0  
- . 8 8 3 E - 0 1  
6 5 5 E - 0 1  
- . 3 4 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 2 2 4 E - 1 6
0 . 5 6 5 E - 1 6  
1 9 1 E - 0 1  
3 6 8 E - 0 1  
5 2 4 E - 0 1  
- . 6 5 9 E - 0 1  
- . 7 7 2 E - 0 1  
8 5 8 E - 0 1  
- . 9 0 0 E - 0 1  
- . 8 7 5 E - 0 1  
- . 7 6 5 E - 0 1  
- . 5 6 9 E - 0 1  
3 0 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 6 8 2 E - 1 6
0 . 7 4 4 E - 1 6  
1 5 5 E - 0 1  
- . 2 9 8 E - 0 1  
4 2 3 E - 0 1  
5 2 9 E - 0 1  
6 1 8 E - 0 1
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O  
0 . O O O E + O O
- . 2 4 9 E - 1 6  
0 . 3 0 0 E - 0 2  
0 . 5 2 3 E - 0 2  
0 . 6 2 3 E - 0 2  
0 . 6 0 2 E - 0 2  
0 . 5 1 3 E - 0 2  
0 . 4 2 9 E - 0 2  
0 . 4 0 7 E - 0 2  
0 . 4 6 0 E - 0 2  
0 . 5 6 4 E - 0 2  
0 . 6 7 8 E - 0 2  
0 . 7 6 3 E - 0 2  
0 . 7 9 4 E - 0 2
0 . 6 9 2 E - 1 6  
0 . 5 5 8 E - 0 2  
0 . 9 7 4 E - 0 2  
0 . 1 1 6 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 9 6 5 E - 0 2  
0 . 8 0 2 E - 0 2  
0 . 7 4 1 E - 0 2  
0 . 8 1 3 E - 0 2  
0 . 9 8 0 E - 0 2  
0 . 1 1 7 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 3 2 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 3 8 E - 0 1
0 . 3 8 0 E - 1 7  
0 . 7 3 0 E - 0 2  
0 . 1 2 8 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 1 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 3 2 E - 0 1
Table 1: Stress intensity factors for various fiber rotations
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0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4  E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7  8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7  8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 • 7 8 5 E + 0 0
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 8 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . 0 0 0 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 8 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . OOOE + OO  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 8 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4  4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . OOOE + OO  
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 0  
0 . 2 6 2 E + 0 0  
0 . 3 9 3 E + 0 0  
0 . 5 2 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 6 5 4 E + 0 0  
0 . 7 8 5 E + 0 0  
0 . 9 1 6 E + 0 0  
0 . 1 0 5 E + 0 1  
0 .1 18E+01 
0 . 1 3 1 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 4 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 2 E + 0 1  
0 .  1 1 3  E t - 0 1 
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1  
0 . 1 1 3 E + 0 1
6 8 4 E - 0 1
7 1 7 E - 0 1
6 9 7 E - 0 1
6 1 1 E - 0 1
4 5 6 E - 0 1
2 4 4 E - 0 1
1 5 1 E - 1 5
3 5 4 E - 1 5
1 1 8 E - 0 1
2 2 6 E - 0 1
3 2 1 E - 0 1
4 0 1 E - 0 1
4 6 6 E - 0 1
5 1 4 E - 0 1
5 3 6 E - 0 1
5 2 1 E - 0 1
4 5 7 E - 0 1
3 4 1 E - 0 1
1 8 3 E - 0 1
2 7 8 E - 1 5
0 . 1 3 2 E - 1 4  
8 5 3 E - 0 2  
1 6 5 E - 0 1  
2 3 4 E - 0 1  
2 9 2 E - 0 1  
3 3 8 E - 0 1  
3 7 0 E - 0 1  
3 8 3 E - 0 1  
3 7 0 E - 0 1  
3 2 3 E - 0 1  
2 4 0 E - 0 1  
1 2 9 E - 0 1
0 . 5 6 2 E - 1 5
1 5 1 E - 1 5
5 9 9 E - 0 2
1 1 6 E - 0 1
1 6 5 E - 0 1
2 0 6 E - 0 1
2 3 8 E - 0 1
2 5 8 E - 0 1
2 6 4 E - 0 1
2 5 1 E - 0 1
2 1 7 E - 0 1
1 6 0 E - 0 1
- . 8 5 1 E - 0 2
0 . 1 4 3 E - 1 4
0 . 1 1 1 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 0 0 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 0 5 E - P 1  
0 . 1 2 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 1 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 8 E - 0 1
2 4 2 E - 1 5  
0 . 7 8 2 E - 0 2  
0 . 1 3 8 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 2 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 5 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 3 5 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 2 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 2 5 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 3 8 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 2 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 8 E - 0 1
0 . 4 0 1 E - 1 5  
0 . 7 1 8 E - 0 2  
0 . 1 2 9 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 6 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 4 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 4 3 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 2 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 5 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 9 E - 0 1
0 . 5 9 4 E - 1 6  
0 . 5 8 5 E - 0 2  
0 . 1 0 7 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 4 1 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 0 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 7 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 4 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 5 8 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 6 5 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 0 E - 0 1  
0 . 1 7 2 E - 0 1
Table 1 (continued)
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8 3 m units of ti/ 2
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Figure 3: k j / k 0 v 03 for several values of 02
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6 3  in units of 7c/2 
Figure 4: k u / k 0 \  03 for several values of 02
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Gg in units of rc/ 2
Figure 5: k j j j / k 0 v 03 for several values of 02
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0 q in units of n / 2
Figure 6: Stress intensity factors v 03 for 02 =  0
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0 q in units of n!2
Figure 7: Stress intensity factors v 03 for 02 — 7r/8
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© 3  in units of n/2 
Figure 8: Stress intensity factors v 03 for 02 =  7r/ 4
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Figure 9: Stress intensity factors v 03 for 02 =  Sw/S
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Chapter 8
A ppendix
8.1 Fourier Transform  and Fourier Series  
R esu lts
(a) Fourier Transform Results
The following results, which may be found (or readily derived from others) 
on pages 1147 -1153 of Gradshteyn and Rhyzik [17], were referenced at 
least once in the preceeding chapters.
Defining the inverse Fourier transform (Sneddon [11]) by
we have (in tabulated form)
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| £ | - 1  sin(a£) 
sgn(£)e-o|€|
C 1 sin(a£)
(b) Fourier Series Results
r - l \ m ) ; x ]
- i  (8.1.1)V 7T X  v
, Re(a) > 0 (8.1.2)
, Re(a) > 0  (8.1.3)




- • V f s n h i  - EeM  > 0
>/f lx l < a




The following results, which can be found (or readily derived from others) 
on pages 8  and 16 of Oberhettinger [16], were referenced at least once in 
preceeding chapters
2sin(£T5) I
^  cos(n(i — f))
2 ^  — — ------   = ~  log
n=l
(8.1.7)
sin(ni) sin(nx) 1 , 
^  n ~  9n=l n L
sin (*±S)
sin ( ¥ )
(8 .1.8)
o °  e-nt
7 : ----- sin(nx) =  tan - l
„=i n
sin x
e1 — cos x
, t > 0 (8.1.9)
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8.2 T he F in ite H ilbert Transform  and Sin­
gular Integrals Over th e  Interval (a,b)
Notation for a < b define L  =  (a, b) ; L c =  (—0 0 , a) U  (6 , 0 0 )
A(x) =  \J{x — a)(b — x )
and
Ai(x) =  \J(x — a){x — b)
Then we have the following (Tricomi, [15])
The singular integral equation:
— f  dx =  g(t) t 6  L  
v J L X - t  w
(8 .2 .1 a)
with subsidiary condition
JL f i x )dx = c0 (8 .2 .1b)
has solution
Co -  [Jl t — x
x  £ L (8 .2 .1 c)
Using the residue theorem of complex variables, along with an appropriate 
contour and a branch cut on L, the following results may be readily derived
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i /7r Jl dti A ( < ) ( t - i )  I sgn(6  -  x )
Ai(x)
1 r A (t)dt _  
n Jl t — x
b -l-o
~ 2  
b + a
— x
x  e  L 
x e L c
x  E L
(8.2.2)
(8.2.3)
x  — sgn(6  — x) A i(x) x £ Le
It — a dt
7r Jl \  b — t t — x
'b — t dt





x  £ L
(8.2.4)
x £ L e




1 f a \J a? — t2
- fIT J - a (t 2 +  l)( t -  x) dt =
—x\/a? +  1
x2 + l
x £ L e
|x| < a (8 .2 .6 )
From elementary calculus we also note
2
1 f b - a \  . (2 x  -  a -  b\ it
/ . a w *  -  5 ( — )  “ 1 ( - r ^ - J  +  2 .
with
and
rx dt . (2 x  -  a -  b \  jt
L w ) = s m  '
x  £  L (8.2.8)
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with
/•* dt
8.3 Singular Integral E quations and S ingu­
lar Integrals Over the Set ( —6, — a )  U (a , b )
Notation for 0 < a < b define L\ =  (—6 , —a) , L2 =  (a, b) , L  =  
Li  U  L 2
A(x) — \J{x2 — a2)(6 2 — x 2) 
and 
Ai(x) =  ^/(x2 — a?)(x2 — b2)
Then we have the following (Lewin [18])









A(x) L - i f[ 7r Jl
■ gn(0A (0/(0<a} x € L  (831c)
t X J
where
__&_/ •  1 f  sgn(z)A (z)/(z)
C° 2 K  Jl A(t) Jl x  — t
dxd t (8.3.Id)
and K  is the complete elliptic integral (see section 8.4) of the first kind 
with modulus k2 =  1 — a2/b2.
Note that if g(x) = Ci (a constant) then, by virtue of (8.3.4) and (8.4.10,11) 
we have that
cffn i r  i
(8.3.2)/(* ) =  C ! ^ ^ [ x 2 -  b2E/K ]
A(x)
where E  is the complete elliptic integral (see section 8.4) of the second 
kind, again with k2 =  1 — a2/b2.
Using the residue theorem of complex variables, along with an appropriate 




L A (t)(t -  z)
dt =
0 x e  L
sgn(a2 — x2)
Ai(z)
x € L c
1 r A(t)sgn(t)dt 
n J l t — x





U —  z 2 — sgn(a2 — z 2)Ax(z) z  G L
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1 1 / , eu W l* ' *7r Jl A (t)(i — x) 1 +  sgn(a2 — x2)
Ai(x)
x € L
x e L e
(8.3.5)
i r m
ir Jl t  — x
x —  x — sgn(o2 — x2)xAi(x) x E  L'
x e L  
(8.3.6)
8.4 E llip tic  Integrals
The continuity of Chapter 5 was preserved by referencing the following 
results. Here, in the appendix, some of the intermediate steps axe high­
lighted, along with the basic definitions of the functions involved. All of 
the results (and basic definitions) were obtained with the aid of Byrd and 
Friedman’s “Handbook of Ellliptic Integrals for Engineers and Scientists” , 
[13]. All page/reference numbers, accompanied by *, may be found there.
Definitions:
Elliptic Integral of the first kind:
f ( M )  M
J° y  1 -  k 2sin 6
Elliptic Integral of the second kind:
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If (j> =  |  then both integrals are said to be complete, and
2  K (k)  =  K  (8.4.3)
=  E ( k ) = E  (8.4.4)
Heuman’s Lambda function:
A0 U ,k )  = - \E {k )F U , k') + Klk)E(<f>, k') -  K{k)F{<f>, Jk')l (8.4.5)
7r
Jacobian Zeta function:
k) = E(<j>, k) -  k) (8.4.6)
In each definition the parameter k  is referred to as the modulus, while k!
(the complementary modulus) is given by
k' = V l ~ k 2 (8.4.7)
Note, each of the above definitions may also be expressed in terms of the 
Jacobian Elliptic functions (*pl8 -2 0 ).
Notation (same as Section 8.3)
For our purposes we may select the modulus to be constant throughout 
this entire section; in particular
k  =  yjl — a2/b2 (8.4.8)
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with
k' = a/6 (8.4.9)
Then, firstly, (from *P56-57), we find that:
l ! w )  =  i K  ( S A M l
H w r b E  * * * >
Now, from the above results, it may be readily shown that:
t k  ' 8-4-12>
rb Ik2 — t2
I  =  b(K  "  E) (8-413)
Other Results:
Result 1
In deriving expression (5.3.20) from (5.3.18) the following result was used:
b2E  -  t2K
lim rR->oo J-R 1 +
dt =  lim Ii(x)R—>oo VK  Ai(t)
= ^ 1 - Ao^ 2’k ^  + x [ 1 - \ I ^ r z ^ ]  > x < ~ b
(8.4.14)
where
. . _i x 2 - b 2V»2 =  sin ■1
x 2 - a 2
Details:
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Introduce the change of variables:
t 2 - b 2
sn2u =  t;— ^  , ki =  f *
t2 -  a2______
lR 2 — 6 2
=  am(tti) =  sin 1 WR 2 _ a2 > sn(ui) =  sin(^i) 
lx 2 _  52
=  am (u2) =  sin 1W - 5  j  , sn(tt2) =  sin(^i)
y o
t Note, the A: in the result is indeed the A; given by (8.4.8). However, in 
the proof we select |  as the modulus; to (hopefully) avoid confusion, it is 
labelled ki. With the change of variables we find that
t 2 — b2sn2u , \ =  “T'du
Ai(t) 6
in which case
Ii(x) = x + R  — —  [  (E — Kdc2u)du 
K  Jui
then, from (*321.02)
Ii(x) — x + R
K
(£ u  — K[u — E(u) + d n u t n u ])
K x  Ix^
E F i r h M - K F f a M + K E f a ' h )  +
b
+ K E F t y u k ^ - K F t y u k J + K E t y u k i )  -
K R  R?
b V i?2
which, via (8.4.5) and (*110.10), may be written as
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Finally, letting R  —* oo, the required result is obtained. The other terms 
in expression (5.3.20) may be derived in a similar manner.
Result 2
= h { x )
= - b E  + (a2 + b2 - x 2) ^ - ^ - K Z { / 3 , k )  x e L
b \ x \
where




A (() _  1 /_ ( !  +  ( ,,2  +  j!  _  x 2) +  ( j 2  ~  a ' ) P  ~  j2 ) 
A ( ( ) \  * + l< 1  +  6  X ) +  f i - x *
then, by virtue of (8.4.10,11)
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Also, from (*218.02), (*415.01), we find that
dt —K  Z(()f k)
/:la A ( t ) ( t 2 — X2) I X I A(x) 
Hence, the result.
Result 3
r* b2E  -  K t 2 ,x 
~ (LiI,(x)  =  sgn ( * ) £  K A {t)
-  bZ(x, k)  x e L
where (8.4.
. b * -x *
x  = sin
Details:
Using the change of variables on *P56, the integral becomes
Js(x) =  b j  — dn2v^j du
where sn(ui) =  sin(x) 
then, from (* 314.02)
/,(* ) = b| f ( x ,  k) -  E(X,  k) = bZ (x , k)
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Result 4
/,(* ) =  £
* \ t \  ( - 62f  + a2 + b2 - t 2 - b ^ Z { 0 , k ) )  
sgn(x)A(x) — bxZ(P,k) x € L
where
P




Details: Introduce the change of variables
sin2 <f> =
b2 - t 2 
b2 — a2
, x =  sin• - l . Ib2 ~  x2
b2 — a2
then
d<f> =  - r f f  , |t| =  b \/l  — k2sin2 <f> , A(t) = (b2 — a2)sin<f>cos<f>
A (t)
therefore
/ 4 (x) =  — sgn(x) [  [—b—  +  fl2 +  b2 -  b2(l -  k2sm2<j>)- 
J o L K
b2k2 sin <f> cos <f>Z(<f>, k )
\J\ — k2 sin2 <j> 
then, via (* 630.73), we find that
d<j>
h (x )  =  sgn(x)A(x) — bxZ(x,k)  , as required.
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8.5 A n A ltern ative M ethod  for D eterm in­
ing th e  S tress In tensity  Factors, for a S ingle  
Crack
This derivation is accomplished by retracing some of the solution steps 
from Chapter 4.
We begin by replacing condition 3ii of problem 2 with the more general 
condition
Vjtix i , 0 +) =  Pj{x\), where P,{xi) is arbitrary.
In which case (4.4.11) and (4.4.12) will be replaced by
and
32K '  A i ( x X) 7T Ja t - X !
Thus, from (4.5.3) and (4.5.4)
<8'5-3)
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t  G (a, b) (8.5.1)
xi G (a, b)c (8.5.2)
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Now, define
hk(t) =  A(t)gk(t)
= ~ 2bV Z  f  ~ 7 Pj{x)dx (8.5.5)1T Ja X  — t
then
1 lb — x
hk(a) =  —2few— / y  PAx)dx  (8.5.6)
7r ya y x  — a
hu(b) = 26b i  J * J f ^ P A z ) d x  (8.5.7)
Finally, comparing (8.4.6) and (8.4.7) with (8.4.3) and (8.4.4), we discover 
that
s i(°) =  - ^ - ^ d jkhk{a) (8.5.8)
Sy(6) =  (8-5.9)
8.6 N um erical P rocedure
The method used for solving the system of integral equations (7.4.4) is 
known as the Labatto-Chebyshev method. A detailed description of the 
method can be found in Theocaris and Ioakimidis, [19]. However, for 
completeness, a brief summary will also be presented here.
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The integral itself is approximated by the quadrature formula:
l  r 1 r 6, * M e h ,  _










N  -  1
|  i = l , N  
1 t =  2 ,3 ,... ,A T -1
(8 .6 .2)
and
6  =  C°S (^ l) * + (Sp ) ’ * =  1>2, '" ,iV 8̂'6 '3^
A set of linear algebraic equations is then generated by requiring the 
quadrature formula to agree with the right hand side of (7.4.4) at the 
set of collocation points given by:
Ti =  cos * + 5 * = 1*2> ■■■’N  ~ 1 8̂ , 6 , 4  ̂
Note that the quadrature and collocation points satisfy the equations
C T W 6 ) = 0  , 1 =  2,3, . . . ,N  — 1 (8.6.5)
Tn - i (tj) = 0  , j  — 1,2, . . . ,N  — 1 (8.6 .6)
where T  and U axe, respectively, the Chebyshev polynomials of the first 
and second kinds on the interval (a, 1 ).
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Now, in case i the subsidiary conditions (7.4.7) translates to
0 , k = 1,2,3 (8.6.7)
in which case, the number of algebraic equations, 3(N  — 1 ), coincides with 
the number of unknowns.
In case ii the above quadrature scheme/collocation points may also be used 
to take account of the subsidiary equations (7.4.9), resulting in a set of 3N 
linear alagebraic equations with 3N unknowns.
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